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ABSTRACT

GROWTH AND SELF-ASSEMBLY OF MACROMOLECULAR SYSTEMS
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ROBERT LOUIS LESCANEC,
M.S.,
Ph.D.,

B.S.,

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor M.

In the first part of this thesis,

we

Muthukumar

consider the physical

phenomena accompanying

the growth of highly branched polymers through computer simulation. The resultant
dendritic molecules have unique properties arising from their "modified" Cayley tree

branching pattern.

We

first

consider growth of starburst molecules with flexible spacers

A

separating tri-functional branch points.

self-avoiding

walk algorithm

kinetically

grow the molecules. From the intramolecular density

structures,

we

is

employed

profiles of these

find that the branch ends traverse the molecule throughout growth

not confined to

its surface.

stages of growth.

the molecule to

We

its

Rg ^ MPP^ with p =

to

and are

Further we observe that the branches are highly folded at

all

observe power law relationships correlating the radius of gyration of

molecular weight,
0.22 ± 0.05

M

,

and spacer length, P, finding

in general:

and v = 0.50 ± 0.05 at high molecular weights. From

this

we

predict the hydrodynamic characteristics of the molecule.

We
effect of

then explore generalizations of the starburst structure by considering

branch

stiffening,

and second, the

effect of

considering a related structure, the comb-burst.
these structures. In general
slightly modified

due

We repeat our

study described above for

similar behavior to that described above, however

of this thesis addresses polymeric systems exhibiting the

of self-assembly.

The

the

changes in dendrimer connectivity by

to the structural modifications employed.

The second part
phenomenon

we observe

first

specific

problem under consideration

V

is

the

characterization of phase transitions in diblock copolymer systems
using density
functional theory.

We

present a comprehensive, general scheme which allows the

characterization of microphase separation of A-B diblock copolymer systems
in terms of

observed physical phenomena at

all

degrees of segregation.

density functional theory of Melenkevitz and

Our method

Muthukumar and uses

is

based on the

the technique of

density profile parameterization to greatly reduce the technical complexity of the solution.

We find that the microphase
system

We

is

separated systems pass through three stages of ordering as the

quenched. These are the weak, intermediate, and strong segregation regimes.

have calculated the phase diagram

for three ordered morphologies:

hexagonally-packed cylinders, and body-centered-cubic spheres.

We

lamellae,

also characterize

these microphases by the dependence of the lattice constant, D, and the interfacial width, a^,

on the quench parameter xN,
theories describing the

D

" N^,

we

find that

segregation regime.

phenomenon

We

correctly reproduce the behavior predicted

weak and strong segregation

a depends on both

We

regimes.

by previous

Through investigation

of

block length and morphology in the intermediate

attribute this behavior to chain stretching arising from the

of localization.
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CHAPTER

1

CONFIGURATIONAL ASPECTS OF DENDRITIC POLYMERS

1 1
.

1.1.1

Survey of Previous Work nn S tarhiirst. DPT^^ ri TT^f^i-p
Synthesis and Charact.prizat.ion

The

potential appHcations of branched polymers has

inyestigation.

made them

the topic of repeated

Effort has been expended in oyercoming the synthetic
challenges present,

and has yielded diverse synthetic routes
Brandrup and Immergut, 1966]. In
determined the

to hosts of branched

polymer classes

[Flory, 1953;

light of their predicted applications, investigators

effect of synthetic conditions

have

on the physical behavior of these molecules

through detailed characterization. One of the primary goals of these
synthetic routes yielding molecules having a controlled topology.

efforts

The

was

to develop

potential uses for

branched polymeric molecules of a characteristic topology have prompted investigators

to

develop synthetic routes leading to well characterized molecules.

The

evolution of the molecular species discussed here begins with the desire of

investigators to synthesize well characterized molecules exhibiting a dendritic branching

The gross

nature.

connectivity of the branching units in these dendritic structures

of the Cayley tree or Bethe lattice [StauflFer, 1985].

The unique

is

that

statistical properties

resulting from this ordered branching scheme has been the topic of intensive theoretical
investigation.

The

[Stauffer, 1985],

percolative behavior of the Cayley tree

and made

it

a model structure

was intensively studied

to describe various critical

phenomena

[Stanley, 1971] such as polymer gelation [Flory, 1953].

The product
[Tomalia,

et. al.,

of these syntheses are termed by

1990].

structure [Denkewalter,

Tomalia,

et.al.,

Of the
et. al.,

some groups as starburst dendrimers

variety of synthetic schemes leading to the starburst

1984;

1990], perhaps the

Newkome,

most

prolific

1

et. al.,

1985;

Hawker and

Prechet, 1990;

and thoroughly investigated

is

that of

Tomalia and co-workers. Their scheme,

first

used

to synthesize differentiated

polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers [Tomaha, 1984],
has been modified
polyethyleneimine (PEI) [Tomaha,
1987].

et. al.,

1985],

and polyether dendrimers

to yield

[Hall, et.

al..

Generally, their synthesis builds differentiated molecules
by iterating the reaction

steps in a controlled, stepwise fashion from a suitable
core molecule.

syntheses are predicted

to

be monodisperse, with virtually

all

The products

of these

reactions going to

completion.

The starburst
theoretical

PAMAM system in

particular has been the subject of intensive

and analytical scrutiny [Tomalia,

begins with an

ammonia

(tri-functional)

and branch

core.

et. al.,

1990].

This core dictates the

orientation.

initial

Starburst

PAMAM

synthesis

branch point functionality

To build the molecule

in a controlled fashion, the

synthetic steps are iterated for each "generation" of growth. Step one of
this iterative

sequence

is

The second

a Michael addition of methyl acrylate to achieve a nitrogen-based triester.
step requires the addition of ethylene diamine at

room temperature

to

each of

the three ester functionalities. This amine terminated star molecule constitutes
the

generation of starburst growth. This nucleophilic/electrophilic reaction sequence

is

first

then

repeated at each of the terminal amines present at the completion of a given generation.
Investigators believe that this growth process cannot occur

impending surface congestion, resulting from the formation of a
molecule's surface at a specific generation [Maciejewski, 1982].
is

ad infinitum due

to

cast shell on the

This

critical

generation

dictated by synthetic parameters, such as branch point functionahty, and the length and

stiffness of the "spacers"

between branch points [de Gennes and Hervet, 1983]. Interesting

physical behavior would result from the formation of a nearly spherical cast shell on the
surface of a molecule having a relatively "open" interior. Investigators expect that the
surface properties of these systems would allow
al.,

them

to be utilized as micelles [Tomalia, et.

1990]. Additionally, due to their open interiors, starbursts are also expected to be good

candidates for use as as host-guest substrates [Maciejewski, 1982].

Since the predicted intramolecular structure
of starbursts
applications,

much

attention

was

directed to elucidate the structure of
synthesized

starbursts, particularly starburst

PAMAM. As

a

first step in

structure, molecular dynamics simulations [Allen

length scale have been performed on
cavities

is critical to th,lese

PAMAM

verifying their predicted

and Tildesley, 1990] on the atomic

dendrimers [Naylor,

were observed throughout the simulated dendrimers.

et.al.,

1989]. Tortuous

Also, the dendrimers were

seen to change shape during growth. The measured parameter,
aspect ratio, indicated a

dendrimer shape transition from disk-like at the
generation

six.

The dimensions

of the starburst

generation to nearly spherical at

first

PAMAM

dendrimer were also

investigated through their simulation analogs. Specifically, the distance
between two

connected branch points and the radius of gyration of the dendrimers were
measured.

Aside from the investigation of simulated starburst

undertaken
Tomalia,
starburst

to characterize

et. al.,

The main

1990].

PAMAM

synthesized molecules [Smith,
objective

was

to

PAMAM

et. al.,

determine

if

efforts

were

1987; Meltzer, 1990a;

the synthetic route to

can yield nearly perfect dendrimers. From these investigations,

synthesized starburst

PAMAM

was found

to

be relatively monodisperse, and

defect-fi-ee

through nine generations.

One

notes, however, the cast shell topology predicted for starbursts has not been

directly observed. Also, the exact shape of the intramolecular density profile has not been

determined. Perhaps most damaging to the cast-shell theory of starburst growth
termination

is

that ^^C

NMR studies show no evidence of shell formation through

generation nine for starburst

PAMAM [Meltzer, 1990a].

generation of shell formation (see below). Also, due

to

designed to evaluate the host-guest nature of starburst

molecules for this application

may be

This

is

well beyond the predicted

disappointing experimental results

PAMAM,

the utility of these

questioned [Meltzer, 1990b].

3

The only
profile is the

theoretical

work addressing the shape

of the intramolecular density

development of de Gennes and Hervet [1983]. Along with
determining the

behavior of the density

profile,

they predicted the limiting generation of growth due
to shell

formation and the intramolecular branch behavior of starbursts.
They modeled their

system using the

PAMAM

dendrimers as a guideline.

A

discussion of their model,

development, and results follows.
In their model, they consider the starbursts to be in a "good" solution
environment
(i.e.

the excluded-volume-effect [de Gennes, 1979]

is

expected to influence branch

dimensions). Furthermore, they consider ideal growth conditions such that each

generation will be fully reacted (no secondary amines present). They also impose the
condition that the spacers between two branch points are long, thereby ignoring the detailed

structure of the amine branch points.

system
of

to eliminate

Kuhn

steps,

Finally, they

assume a chemically homogeneous

any strong segregation trends. They model the spacers as sequences

and hence, coarse-grain

details on the atomic length scale [Kuhn, 1936].

Given this model, two regimes of spacer behavior are expected. In the
near the center of the molecule, the spacers behave as

flexible coils.

first

regime,

In the second regime,

lying in the outer region of the molecule, the spacers are elongated, allowing for an

increased radius due to the impending "packing catastrophe" on the surface.

Their proposed free energy arises from a competition between intermonomer
repulsion and spacer elasticity.

intermonomer repulsion,
[Flory, 1953].

is

The second

The

first contribution to

the free energy, due to

analyzed through a Flory-Huggins treatment of the spacers

contribution, spacer elasticity, is considered by modeling the

spacers as anharmonic springs. This force balance

is

then evaluated using a modified

version of Edwards' self-consistent field theory [Edwards, 1965].

Their predicted density profile

is

monotonically increasing with radial distance

fi-om the configurational center of the molecule.

4

Figure 1.1 shows this density

profile.

It

has a parabolic form near the center of the molecule
and saturates at the limiting radius.

The

limiting radius, at the limiting generation,
deUneates the two regimes of expected

growth

for starbursts. In the first regime,

normal starburst branching

occurs.

where the branches behave as

flexible coils,

In the second, the branches are rodlike
with compact

packing observed. In this regime, the starburst branching
process can no longer occur due
to

dense packing on the surface. These two regimes

(I

and

are expressed quantitatively

II)

through their predicted scaling behavior [de Gennes, 1979; de Gennes
and Hervet, 1983]:

where R, M, and

P

steps, respectively.

I.

R~M0-2p0.4

M(G)<Mi

II.

R~M0-33P

M(G)>Mi

(1.1)

(12)

are the molecule's radius, molecular weight, and spacer length in
JVf

at a given generation

G is given

as

M(G) = 3P(2^

characteristic generation delineating the two regimes of growth

and

is

-

1) + 1.

is

Kuhn
the

determined

through:

Ml = 2.88

(In

P+

1.6)

(1.3)

Since this development coarse-grains the branches of starbursts
step sequences, the characteristic length of their starbursts

angstroms. Note that this

is

much

Kuhn

generally on the order of ~ 10^

longer than the atomic length scale characteristic of the

molecular dynamics simulations previously discussed.

phenomena occurring

is

to the level of

at a length scale smaller than the

Consequently, physical

Kuhn

step cannot be predicted

using this coarse-grained representation of starbursts. However, the exponents of their
scaling laws

may be

directly

compared

to those obtained

from scattering experiments

[Berne and Pecora, 1976] and experiments, such as intrinsic viscosity, which investigate
the hydrodynamic behavior [Yamakawa, 1971] of synthesized starbursts.

5

1.2
1.2.1

Simulation

Sf.ndipf;

Ohippt.ivAf^

From
ambiguity as

the experimental observations described
above
to the

specifically the

we deduce a

intramolecular structure of synthesized starburst

shape of their intramolecular density

profiles.

We

The Monte Carlo techniques

[Metropolis,

et. al.,

PAMAM,

will

question through a Monte Carlo simulation of the growth
of starburst

general

address this

PAMAM

dendrimers,

1953; Baumgartner and Binder,

1984] employed to simulate polymeric systems have been quite
successful in answering
questions pertaining to their coarse-grained structure. These
techniques are virtually
identical to those used in simulations investigating the statistical
mechanics of liquids

[McQuarrie, 1976; Allen and Tildesley, 1990]. In this method, a structure

is

generated

according to desired physical constraints and relevant statistical
quantities pertinent to
the problem are then measured. This procedure

an ensemble of systems.
these quantities

is

[McQuarrie, 1976]
quantities

When

sufficient

then evaluated.
is

A

is

repeated

many

times in order to create

samples are taken, the ensemble average of

fundamental principle of

that this ensemble average

is

statistical

mechanics

equal to the time average of these

measured by experimental methods.

Given this background we now state the objectives of this study.

First,

we

will

characterize the growth and configurational behavior of model dendrimers through a

Monte Carlo simulation.
dendrimer

In the spirit of de

in a "good" solvent.

We

Gennes and Hervet, we

will

model a single

choose these conditions to mimic the expected

environment of dendrimer characterization. Ultimately, we wish

hydrodynamic behavior of synthesized starburst

PAMAM

to predict the

and similar

flexibly

branched

dendrimers. To achieve this level of characterization, we will calculate, for a specified
spacer length, the growth

statistics, the

radius of gyration of the dendrimer, and the

dendrimer's intramolecular density profiles at each generation of growth.
Section 1.2.3,

we

will repeat the

Second, in

above study on dendrimers having rigid branches.
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Two

subcases will be considered:

starbursts having rigid branches emanating
from freely-

orienting junctions and ones with branches originating
from freely-rotating junctions.

These cases

will

be further defined below. Third, due to the recent synthesis
of a related

dendritic structure, the comb-burst [Tomalia,

et.

al, 1991],

growth and analyze their configurational properties
1.2.4

may

we

will also simulate their

in Section 1.2.4.

We

note that Section

be read independently of the other sections.

Lastly, before concluding this section, a few

contrast to the development of de

and hence,

will not

use

it

remarks are

Gennes and Hervet, we

as a boundary condition. Also,

will

in order.

Note that

in

not assume that a shell forms,

we remove

the restriction and the

unphysical nature of the arbitrarily long spacers present in his analytical development.

Reduction of the chemical nature of the chains

to

sequences of Kuhn steps yields a

general chain structure. Thus, the results from our proposed Monte Carlo simulations

may

be generaUzed to

all topologically

spacer stiffness as parameters. This

equivalent starbursts, given

is

in contrast to the molecular

Kuhn

step length and

dynamics approach

previously discussed. In that method, the detailed starburst chemistry must be considered
for each

dendrimer simulated. In addition, the Monte Carlo method we

computationally demanding than the molecular dynamics technique.

will

employ

is less

Therefore,

modifications to the starburst growth scenario, the physical conditions of starburst growth,
etc.,

are

more

easily investigated through

We note

Monte Carlo

simulation.

that the configurational properties of star and regular combs are well

known, through analytical developments [Zimm and Stockmayer, 1949; Daoud and Cotton,
1982; Miyake and Freed, 1983; Vlahos and Kosmas, 19871, simulation techniques and exact

enumeration studies [McCrackin and Mazur, 1981; Wilkinson,

et. al.,

1986; Grest,

et. al.,

1987; Lipson, 1991]. This predicted behavior has been verified by analogous
characterization of synthesized stars and combs [Roovers,

Narayan,

et. al.,

et.al.,

1981; Huber,

et. al.,

1984;

1989; Mattoussi and Ober, 1990]. Since our starbursts and comb-bursts are

respectively stars

and regular combs

at generation one,

we

will

use the calculated scaling

behavior of these molecules to check our simulation
results at this generation. The
analytical developments concerning the
configurational behavior star

and polymers are

further discussed in the following sections.

Starhursts Havincr Flpxihlp Rrpn^j^o^

1.2.2

Model and Simulation Tpchnign^

1.2.2.1

The scope

of this study

is to

functional branch points, with the

simulate the growth of starburst molecules having

number

of steps

tri-

between these branch points remaining

constant throughout the growth of a single starburst molecule. Note that
although the

number
them

of steps between connected branch points remains constant, the
distance between

varies statistically.

The excluded volume

The algorithm

effect is considered

avoiding walk fashion.

No dynamics

is

an

off-lattice

simulation in three dimensions.

by allowing the molecule

is

is

grown,

statistics are compiled,

kinetic rather than

thermodynamic

The simulation algorithm we
starbursts

is

grow

in a self-

are employed in this model, therefore no molecular

relaxation takes place during growth or after growth termination.

molecule

to

then the procedure

is

A

single starburst

repeated. Thus, this model

in character.

will

employ

to

mimic the stepwise growth of

the kinetic self-avoiding walk algorithm

1984; Kremer and Lyklema, 1985]. This algorithm

is

(KSAW)

[Majid,

et. al.,

1984;

Peliti,

chosen, rather than the relaxation

algorithms such as kink -jump [Verdier and Stockmayer, 1962; Baumgartner and Binder,
1979] and reptation [Wall and Mandel, 1975], due

its efficiency in

branched, high molecular weight systems in dilute solution.

mechanics of this algorithm through

The growth

its

will illustrate the

application to the problem at hand.

of a starburst molecule begins

defined coordinate system. This bead

We

is

by placing a bead at the center of a

the beginning of the first generation of the

molecule and will be a tri-functional branch point or jxmction, that
connected neighbors. One step of length a
general

if

there

is

simulating highly-

is

is,

having three

taken fi-om the center of this bead, and

no bead overlap, the center of the
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first

bead of the

first

spacer

is

in

placed.

This happens two additional times
algorithm then returns to the

first

to

ensure that this

is

will be tri-functional.

The algorithm

will

described above.

last three

beads placed

The

complete the

beads

will

with

total,

first

P being the number
generation and each

complete the

generation.)

take two steps from each of these beads in a similar
fashion as

The molecules are grown

when the algorithm

is

bead crowding, aOer a

in

an

in this

unable to place a bead, due
sufficient

molecule terminates due

may

way

to

to

ideal synthesis.

number

ensure that

Growth

to excluded

of attempts.

completed generation and constitutes a

that generation

P times in

will

(In general the last 3(2^-1)

grow uniformly, as they would

last

is tri-functional.

successful the algorithm will proceed to
the

second spacer and then to the third. This happens

The

junction

spacer and tries to place the second bead
by taking one

step (of length a) from the first bead. If this

of steps in a spacer.

first

the branches

of the molecule is terminated

volume arising from

The molecule

statistical sample.

all of

is

local

then truncated to the

Note that since growth of a

a single instance of branch-end frustration, other branches of

not have finistrated ends and therefore are

still

capable of growth.

For each sample, the bead density distribution, the mean-squared radius of
gyration and the average location of the branch ends are determined for each completed
generation.

The bead density

distribution, expressed as a

volume

fi-action, is

found by

dividing space into spherical shells centered around the coordinate system employed (the
configurational center of the molecule) and counting the

The volume

fraction,

<(>,

number

of beads in a given shell.

at a given radial distance r (from the configurational center), is

the total volume of spherical beads in the shell divided by the volume of the

shell.

mean-squared radius of gyration

Zimm and

is

calculated in the

manner

outlined by

The

Stockmayer [Zimm and Stockmayer, 1949].
Here spacer lengths of P =
simulation.

1, 3, 5, 7,

The bead diameter, d =

9 and 11

Kuhn

1 (arbitrary units)

steps are the cases of the

and the step length a =

1.2.

These

values are selected to prevent bond crossing which cannot exist in a physical system. The

algorithm makes 5000 attempts when placing a bead before terminating growth. For each

spacer length 5000 statistical samples are
evaluated.
in

FORTRAN

is

An implementation

of this procedure

presented in Appendix A.

Results and Discussion

1.2.2.2

Figure 1.2 shows the spatial bead-stick structure of
a typical starburst molecule

P=

having a spacer length,

5 at one (Part

a),

three (Part

b).

and

five (Part c) generations of

growth. The branch ends at the completion of each generation
are indicated by unshaded
beads.

It is

apparent that the branch ends at a given generation are not
confined

to the

surface of the molecule.

Significant chain folding occurs which becomes quite
evident as

the molecule grows. This

is in

contrast to the general assumption that the chain ends

migrate toward the surface of the molecule with starburst growth terminating
due
filling

on the surface [de Gennes and Hervet, 1983; Tomalia,

Part a of Figure
that over

60%

1 .3

shows the growth

of the samples are between six

distribution for

et.

to space

al, 1990].

5000 samples at P =

5.

Note

and seven generations with the average being

6.3 ± 0.6 generations for this spacer length. (Although the algorithm generates an

ensemble of molecules having a broad distribution of molecular weights, samples within
each bin of the distribution are monodisperse.) Generally, as spacer length increases, the

growth distribution skews toward higher average generations. The values

for these

average generations (± 10%) versus spacer length are plotted in Part b of Figure 1.3 along
with the limiting predictions of de Gennes and Hervet. Note that the simulation data show
asymptotic behavior at high values of P, while the theoretical prediction
P.

As mentioned, the

that

is,

the

logarithmic in

theoretical prediction (± 0.02) is for the limiting generation

maximum number

simulation data for P =
1,

is

3, 5, 7,

the simulation average

lies

of generations a sample of spacer length

9 and 11

lie

attain.

below the theoretical maximum. However

above the theoretical

These discrepancies can be attributed

P can

number,

maximum

The
for

P=

for generations grown.

to the fact that the theoretical prediction is valid for

large values of P (long spacers) while the simulation used short spacers.
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Figure 1.4 shows intramolecular bead density
(expressed as a volume fraction)
profiles for

all

P=

5 through seven generations of starburst growth.

The

profiles are typical for

values of P in this study. This plot shows that the starburst
molecule has highest

densities near its center with the density monotonically
decreasing outward from the

configurational center (not to be confused with the center of
mass) of the molecule. The

density profiles show consistent shape, with the density at a
given radial distance

increasing with molecular growth. Note that at r = 1 this increase

commensurate with the increase shown

at

all

is

quite small

functional junction of the molecule.

within the error of ±

10%

for

fit in

The

the shell at r =

1,

it is

shown

easily

with that bead being the

initial tri-

volume fractions greater than

shown by

0.01.

crosses

The density

(+), is

at the average

included on these

Significant molecular density exists radially beyond the branch ends at

stages of growth.

From

this

it is

not

slight spread in this density (0 = 0.125) is well

location of branch ends at each generation,
profiles.

is

other radial distances. With the stated bead

diameter, bond length, and shell discretization used in the simulation
that only the center of one bead can

and

clear that the ends of the molecule do not

lie

on

all

its surface.

Since the density of the molecule increases uniformly throughout as shown (except
at r =

1),

the growing end

must interpenetrate the molecule

growing ends were always confined

at

all

stages of growth. If the

to the surface, the density at the inner shells

would

quickly plateau during the early stages of growth and the entire profile would be an

exponential function of r, as seen in Figure 1.1 [de Gennes and Hervet, 1983].

that the molecule does not grow radially from

its

It is

evident

configurational center.

Parts a through d of Figure 1.5 show density profiles for each spacer length, as
indicated by the key, at one, three, four, and seven generations respectively.
location of the branch ends for each spacer length

by a cross
1.4

(+).

These density

also included

profiles are calculated in the

and show a similar error of ± 10%

profiles in this figure

is

at

and
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again indicated

same manner as those

volume fractions greater than

have the same shape as those

is

The average

0.01.

in Figure

The density

in Figure 1.4 for the reasons

mentioned. The trends in the profiles as a function
of spacer length are the primary
focus
of these figures.
In Part a of Figure 1.5

we observe

that by the end of the first generation, the
density

at a given radial distance ft-om the configurational
center of the molecule increases with

increasing spacer length.

This results from increased chain folding that
naturally occurs

with increasing spacer length. Since the molecule has only
three branches at the end of
this generation, density increases in this "core" region (r
< 10) as these branches

become

highly folded. At the end of the second generation, this behavior
continues; however the
core region is extended radially.

By the end
is seen.

At radial distances

length at a given
r

of the third generation, Part b of Figure 1.5, an inversion in
the profiles

r,

than

= 3 the density decreases with increasing spacer

r

the opposite of what

> 3 the same behavior

and d of Figure

less

is

seen for the

1.5, for four

is

seen for generations one and two. However

first

when

two generations as previously described. Parts

and seven generations

respectively,

show that the

c

transition in

the density profile becomes more pronounced as the molecule grows. Note also that the
transition region

moves

radially

outward from the configurational center as the molecule

grows.

The behavior

of the density profiles from generations three through seven results

from the build-up of the core region seen
increases, the core region becomes

have

in generations one

and two. As spacer length

more dense and consequently the growing branches

difficulty penetrating this region

during the later stages of growth. Conversely,

molecules whose branches are short (small P) can more easily interpenetrate the core
region and contribute density to this region more effectively than molecules with long

spacers which preferentially grow outward ft*om the center, thus avoiding core
interpenetration.

This results in increasing density with increasing spacer length

outside the transition region.
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In Figure 1 .6

we attempt

to scale the values for

found in the simulation

according to the relation given by de Gennes
and Hervet. They state that the length scale
for these

compared

Rg

I

measured

to the junctions in their

PO.4 versus

M

spacer beads and

I

junction beads)

is

with

M,

Mj

The spacers carry a

development. Figure 1.6

MJMj^l.

Here

M,

is

P is

is

weighting when

a double logarithmic plot of

the molecular weight counting only

similar behavior

considered.

We

when M,

/

Mj-^oo

(the limiting case of massless

see no collapse of these curves with respect
to P. This

indicates that the length scale of pO-4 used in these plots
for the

statistical

the molecular weight based on counting only
tri-functional junction

is

The data show

beads.

quantities.

is

inappropriate in scaling the data

low values of P studied here. Note however that the curves show
a trend

increased which indicates that P^-^

may

to collapse as

be the proper length scale at large P.

Recognizing that P^-^ does not properly characterize the length scale
necessary

make

is

a plot ofRg versus

M universal for

all

to

spacer lengths, a re-examination of the

problem was necessary. Two limiting regimes were considered by de Gennes and Hervet

when attempting to
oo.

scale the molecular weight of the structures:

One not considered was

beads.

I

Mj =

0.

effectively

molecular weight into the junction beads. This serves

P into

the

spacers become the
effective

P=

1 case.

new

=

1 or at

lumping

M M -»

all

/

•

the

to collapse all starbursts

Hence as one walks from branch point

statistically

•

Physically this is the case of massless spacer

Here we renormalize the molecular weight by

arbitrary

M, / M

to

having

branch point, the

varying step-length, P^a. Here v characterizes the

dimension of the spacers (see below). To put

it

another way, the spacers provide a

length scale for the walk of the branch points.

For the growth conditions and model employed,
end-to-end distance of a given spacer having
first case,

statistics.

the effect of excluded volume

is

P Kuhn

it is

reasonable to expect that the

steps to scale as P^-^ or P^-^. In the

not seen, and the spacers exhibit random walk

This phenomenon can arise from screening of excluded volume interactions

[Edwards, 1965]. In the latter case, the spacers are behaving as self-avoiding walks with
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their configurational statistics influenced by
the effect of excluded volume [Edwards,

1965]. This would be expected for single chains grown
by the

following reasons.

has an upper

A renormalization

critical

dimension,

universality class [Peliti, 1984].
kinetically

grown walks of

group study has shown that an asymptotic

= 4

-

placing

e,

it

in the self-avoiding

limit is explored using a length scale of pO.5

1.7

shows the scaling behavior as this

^ length

high molecular weights, while a length scale of P^-^

scale of

later stages of growth

1.7 the following

I

Mj =

0).

is

is

seen at high molecular weights:

^

of M^, p,

-^(=1/ p)

we observe that the apparent

such quantity

is

may now

raw form

will

be discussed

later.)

of these structures as a function of

[Yamakawa,

[

tj

1971].

],

which assesses from the hydrodynamic

We begin by replotting the

resulting in Figure 1.8. Note that the molecular weight here

data in Figure 1.7 in

is

the total

molecular weight of the molecule counting both branch and spacer beads equally (Mg

1).

One

calculate quantities that are experimentally relevant.

the intrinsic viscosity,

properties of the system

we

[Stauffer, 1985]. (The reason

do not discuss fractal quantities, such as the fractal dimension,

Having obtained the apparent dimension

4)

the total molecular weight counting only

Examining the exponent

dimension of these structures at high M^, d^pp

molecular weight, we

growth

0-22 ±0.05

with Mj. the "reduced" molecular weight, which
junction beads (Af^

effect seen early in

where overall molecular density

scahng law

Rg /pO-5 -

collapses the data at

seen to collapse the data at low

is

molecular weights. This indicates that the excluded volume

From Figure

walk

[Kremer and Lyklema, 1985].

Implementing these conjectures, Figure

increases.

KSAW

Further, simulation studies have confirmed this
for

finite length

becomes screened during the

KSAW algorithm for the

In this figure no length scale

is

used and therefore the curves will not collapse.

I

Mj =

We

observe a smooth transition in the molecular weight exponent from p = 0.50 ± 0.05 id^pp ~ 2
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)

generations of growth to p = 0.22 ± 0.05

~ 4) at generations five

through seven.

During the
in nature.

initial stages of

Daoud and Cotton

growth,

we

see that our molecules are two dimensional

[1982] predict a fractal dimension of two for star
polymers

with short arms in dilute solution. At the end of one generation
each starburst molecule

arm

a three

star.

Thus, the power law behavior during the early stages of growth

is

is

expected to approach that seen by Daoud and Cotton. Therefore, initially
these starburst

polymers behave as ordinary stars in terms of their scaling behavior. However,

later in

growth, the branching nature of the molecule becomes more developed
a gradual transition
to a multi-dimensional configurational characteristics results.

Having calculated the relevant configurational
a plot of In

[

7] ]

versus

G (In M), using the

statistics,

we present

in Figure 1.9

data from Figure 1.8 and the well known scaling

relationship for intrinsic viscosity [de Gennes, 1979]:

[Tll-^MSp-l

This figure shows a

maximum

molecular weight. This
spacer length

is

in the double logarithmic plot of intrinsic viscosity versus

maximum

increased.

radius initially increases.

(1.5)

will be shifted

toward higher molecular weights as

This implies that as the polymer grows

its

hydrodynamic

However, at a certain molecular weight, determined by spacer

length, a transition occurs with the relative increase in hydrodynamic radius decreasing

with further growth. Thus,

[ tj ]

- M^-^ in the early stage and

[ tj ]

- M"^*^ in the late stage of

growth.

Another implication of the observed chain folding behavior
experiments. Meltzer [1990a] used ^^C

is its effect

on

NMR

NMR to determine the correlation times for the

carbon atoms located within the spacer backbone and the branch ends. They found that
carbons along the spacers were less mobile than those at the branch ends at
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all

molecular

weights. This
sterically

is

expected since the carbon atoms located
at the branch ends are less

hindered than those in the backbone of
the spacer. Furthermore this

is

consistent

with the present simulation results indicating
that the branch ends do not pack on
the
surface of the molecule, which would restrict
their mobility.

They

also noted that the

carbon atoms located within the spacers as well
as those at the branch ends at a given
generation became less mobile as the molecule grew.
This

may

result from branch

folding which causes the branch ends to interfere with
the spacer mobility and vice-versa.

The experimental and

theoretical

work performed on flexibly-branched starbursts

discussed thus far was conducted prior to the pubHcation of
our work [Lescanec and

Muthukumar,

1990]. Since then there have been two studies addressing
the hydrodynamic

behavior of flexibly branched starbursts. One was theoretical
in nature [Mansfield and
Klushin, 1992] and the other experimental [Mourey,

et. al.,

1992].

We now briefly discuss

the results of each study in comparison with our work.

The

objective of the first study

was

to assess the configurational

dendrimers from a direct calculation of hydrodynamic quantities.
the investigators grew starbursts using the

KSAW algorithm.

relationships to calculate the power law behavior of In

unable

to calculate absolute

ordinate of Figure
data. Mansfield

1.9).

[ t] ]

[ tj ]

at a given

versus

Following our model,

we used

scaling

G (Figure 1.8) we were

G (note that no values are given on the

Hence, we could not directly compare our results

to

experimental

and Klushin, on the other hand, used formulas derived by Zimm [1980]

and Fixman [1983]
Then, from

values for

[ tj ]

Since

behavior of the

to calculate

upper and lower bounds

for

[ tj ]

at a given generation.

there were able to calculate upper and lower bounds on the reduced

hydrodynamic radius of the molecule.
Figure 1.10
starbursts having

is

P=

a plot of the reduced hydrodynamic radius versus generation, m,
2.

The dashed

lines are the

bounding

points are experimentally observed values for starburst
In their discussion, the investigators note that the
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radii

PAMAM

for

and the connected data
[Tomalia,

et. al.,

1990].

PAMAM spacers are probably equivalent

to

about one or two

statistical

segment lengths,

model agrees best with experiment

The second study
dendrimers using

so they conclude that the fact
that the

P=2

is significant.

characterizes the hydrodynamic behavior
of polyether

size exclusion

chromatography (SEC). The dendrimers were

synthesized using a convergent growth procedure
[Hawker and Frechet, 1990]. Figure 1.11
is

a plot of

In

[

77 ]

(derived from 1,1,1
their generation

^

versus generation, g, for dendrimers having
tri-functional branch points
-

+

tris(4'

1 is

-

hydroxyphenyl) ethane) [Mourey,

et. al.,

1992].

We

note that

our generation G. Comparing the shape of Figures
1.9 and 1.11,

paying particular attention

to the location of the

maximum

in

both (at

G-

4),

we conclude

that our predictions are in good qualitative agreement with
their observations.

Having considered

rtexibly

branched starbursts, we now extend our study of

dendritic systems in two directions.

The

first

concerns the effect of spacer stiffness on the

configurational behavior discussed above (Section 1.2.3), and the
second will consider the
effect of

changes

in connectivity (Section 1.2.4).

1.2.3 Stnrbursts with

Branches Comnosed nf Rimd

SnflfPr;^

T ntroduction

1.2.3.1

We now

consider the configurational properties for starbursts having rigid spacers

with the same spacer lengths given above.

emanating from

freely orienting (FO)

Two

and from

cases are considered: branches
freely rotating junctions (FR) junctions.

The

freely orienting case allows branches to be placed randomly, probing the solid angle

471.

The

freely rotating case

imposes a 120° valence angle between branches

("sp^-like"),

but allows rotation out of the plane formed by the branches.

Here we attempt

to

model systems such as the polyamide networks of Aharoni and

Edwards [Aharoni and Edwards,
dendritic nature of their systems,

1989]. Although they do not consider the potential

we

refer to their study primarily as a statement of the

feasibility of such a synthesis.
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Physically,

we envision the FO

junctions connected by

branch point

is

That

minimal. However, in the

at the branch point,

when coupled with a

is,

the effect of the valence angle
imposed by the

FR

case the effect of a restricted valence
angle

stiff spacer, persists

throughout the entire branch.

Model and Simulation Tprhnigiio

1.2.3.2

We
is

stiff spacers.

case representing starbursts having
"HexibLe"

again implement the

KSAW

algorithm for dendrimer growth.

a shght modification of that sketched in Section 1.2.2.1.

We

will

now

The algorithm

discuss the

modifications necessary to study each case.

FO

For dendrimers having

branches, the algorithm

Section 1.2.2.1 except that instead of growing

simultaneously, an entire rod

is

all

is identical to

that stated in

rods in a given generation

placed before moving on to the next available branch
point

functionality. This procedure, of course, is subject to the constraint
of satisfying the
criterion of excluded

comprising

beads

it

volume discussed above. That

satisfy the criterion.

is,

a rod

is

Hence growth termination

placed

if a/Z

results if

beads

an entire rod of

not placed in 5000 attempts. Starbursts composed of FR branches are grown

is

similarly except for the constraint that any three connected branches

must

lie in

a plane

with a 120° angle between any two branches.

For each case we calculate the bead density distribution, the mean-squared radius
of gyration, determine the average location of the branch ends, and evaluate the growth
statistics for

each completed generation. These quantities are computed in the manner

outlined in Section 1.2,2.1.
In the following section

presented in Section
1.2.3.3

we present the

predictions of these models with those

1.2.2.2.

Results and Discus.qion

We

present the results for these rigid systems by highlighting any differing

behavior when compared to their flexible analogs.
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Following Figure 1.2 we show in Figures 1.12
and 1.13 the growth of starbursts

having
b),

and

FO and FR

branch characteristics respectively through one,
(Parts

five (Parts c) generations for

P=

3.

Here we

We

observe in Figure 1.12 that the

branch ends are "forced" toward the surface when the spacers
are
is

intensified

when a

Figure 1.14 shows

theory

is

for the

FO

seen.

G versus P for all

that, for the spacer lengths

is

for the freely orienting

model and the

consider this merely fortuitous since the density distributions for

case, Part a of Figure 1.15,

exhibit the

starbursts having flexible spacers (Figure

The FO and FR (Part b

FR

density profiles. For the
followed by a

1.2).

starbursts studied, along with the predictions of

agreement between the predictions

We

Figure

stiff (cf.

restricted valence angle is enforced, Figure
1.13.

de Gennes and Hervet. The curious feature of this plot
studied, apparent

three (Parts

clearly see the effect of stiffening the

branches and imposing a valence angle between them.

This effect

a),

maximum

same

P=

3

qualitative behavior as that for

1.4).

of Figure 1.15) models have qualitative differences in these

case,

we

see a depletion region near the center of the molecule

in the density profile.

Here we quantitatively observe the

effect of

a restricted valence angle. As pictured in Figure 1.13, the branch ends are pushed toward
the surface, although not completely since significant density
the branch ends (indicated by crosses). The constant

G

At low

Af^,

Again we see

higher for the

FR case

due

for the

FO (Part a) and FR (Part b)

star-like behavior for the

FO

case.

for the

on

FO and FR cases respectively. The

and P.

cases

The exponent

to the stiffening effect of the restricted valence.

and 0.13 ± 0.05

beyond

in Figure 1.5.

investigate the power law dependence of

p = 0.50 ± 0.05 and 0.60 ± 0.05

respectively.

0.11 ± 0.05

we

exists radially

density profiles are not discussed

because they show no qualitative differences from those shown
Finally, in Figure 1.16

still

is slightly

At high M^, p =

rod-like branches

exhibit enhanced packing since they have less excluded volume than their flexible

analogs, which results in

d

-

9.

The appropriate length
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scale for

R

is

linear in P,

again due to the rod-like nature of the spacers.

We

also expect intrinsic viscosity beh;
avior

qualitatively similar to that of starbursts having
flexible branches.
1.2.4

Comb-biirst Dendrimprs
Introdnrt.inn

1.2.4.1

A

novel modification of starburst branching, resulting
in a form equally rich in

structural detail
al.,

1991].

is

considered here. These systems are termed
comb-bursts [Tomalia,

Comb-burst and starburst systems

will share the

et.

same fundamental growth

process but differ with respect to connectivity. Comb-bursts will
have chains originating

from junctions uniformly spaced along the contour of a chain,

in contrast to the starburst

molecules discussed in Section 1.2.2 whose branches emanate from a
single junction.

Thus, this comb-burst model

A

is

a logical extension of the starburst structure.

step-wise synthetic scheme has been developed to produce poly(ethyleneimine)

comb-burst dendrimers [Tomalia,
analogs [Tomalia,
is

et.al.,

1985].

et. al.

1991] in a similar fashion to their starburst

Although characterization of these comb-burst dendrimers

underway, the same branching process

is intrinsic to

both comb-burst and starburst

molecules, and these two molecular classes are expected to demonstrate similar physical

behavior and be of comparable

utility as "host-guest"

Above we presented a kinetic model
This method

is

now extended

to study the

characteristics of comb-burst molecules.

media.

to simulate the

growth of starburst molecules.

growth behavior and resulting configuration al

The

"seed"

combs generated

in this study, the

basis for the individual combs forming the comb-burst, have two, three, four, and five teeth

separated by flexible spacers of different lengths
simulation algorithm grows

number

of teeth

all

(i.e.

The

branches of the same generation simultaneously. The

and spacer lengths considered here

comparable molecular weight

variable branch density).

to starburst

will yield

comb-burst molecules of

analogs grown from an ideal synthesis.

With the number of teeth, and spacer length as the primary parameters describing
comb-bursts the intramolecular radial density distribution from the center of mass, the
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ensemble averaged radius of gyration of the
molecule, and growth
as each generation

grown.

is

As stated above
(first

statistics are calculated

(Section 1.2.1), the configurational
properties of

comb polymers

generation comb-burst molecules) have been
rigorously investigated by several

methods. Self-consistent analytical techniques were
employed

to predict the

dimensions of

the component branches of combs as a function of
branch density [Vlahos and Kosmas,
1987].

Exact enumeration techniques and Monte Cario simulations
provided a description

of the scaling behavior of
[Lipson,

et. al.,

1987],

combs having branch points

and length

of varying functionality (brushes)

[Lipson, 1991]. In contrast to these studies,

we again

are

primarily interested in gaining qualitative insight into the
mechanisms governing the
physical behavior of ideally synthesized high molecular weight
comb-bursts.
1.2.4.2

Model and Simulation TpchnignP
Following the same procedure as in the case of flexibly -branched
starbursts

(Section 1.2.2.1), the comb-burst molecules here are modeled using
conditions to mimic a
dilute, "good" solution

environment. These conditions are selected

excluded volume interactions are influencing chain
dimensions.

Branch density

of two variables (see below)

Parts a through

c of

(i.e.

is

the

number

flexibility

to

determine

if

and molecular

of branches per backbone-bead), in the form

the characteristic parameter of the simulation.

Figure 1.17 show a bead-stick representation of the growth and

connectivity of a typical comb-burst molecule through two generations. In this study,

comb-burst systems are classified based on the number of teeth, T, and the spacer length, P,
characteristic of the "seed" comb, formed

upon completion of the

Figure 1.17). Thus, the system pictured here has

first

T=2 teeth and a spacer length of P = 1

segment between beads. In comb-burst growth, the teeth generated

in generation

the backbones for the teeth formed upon the completion of generation

beads of generation

N+1

generation (Part b of

N +1.

For

N will be

clarity,

the

N which will serve as branch points for tooth formation in generation

are unshaded in Figure 1.17.
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The stepwise development
Hnear chain (Part a of Figure

1.17) which will serve as the backbone
for the

in the first generation of growth.

subsequent

"teeth''

desired with

generation

and

will

1.17).

generated)

= PCT +

1)

+

is

1.

The molecular weight

of this backbone,

comb formed

M^/and

all

determined by the number of teeth and the
spacer length

Upon

completion of the "generation 0" backbone,
the teeth of

grow simultaneously from the indicated branch points
(Part b of Figure

1

become the backbones

The molecular weight

generation,

of a comb-burst molecule begins
with the growth of a

1.17)

for the teeth generated in generation
2 (Part c of Figuire

of a comb-burst molecule, growing
exponentially with

described at any generation, G, by:

is

rjiG+l

Mg="Y71— ^Mo-l) + l

We

(16)

again employ the kinetic self-avoiding-walk (KSAW)

The reader

molecules.

is

grow the comb-burst

referred to Section 1.2.2.1 as to the details regarding the

implementation of this algorithm

in a three-dimensional off-lattice stepwise synthesis.

After growth termination, the molecule

and constitutes a

to

statistical sample.

distribution from the center of

is

truncated to the last completed generation

For each sample generated, the radial density

mass and the mean-squared radius

of gyration of the

molecule are calculated for each completed generation. Also, the average growth of a

T and P

comb-burst molecule at a specified

density expressed as a volume fraction)
shells centered
in each shell.

I

r

-

I

shell.

The

,

is

noted.

The

radial density distribution (with

calculated by dividing space into spherical

around the center of mass of the molecule and counting the number of beads

The volume

fraction,

0,

at a given radial distance from the center of mass,

the total volume of spherical beads in the shell divided by the volume of the

The mean-squared radius

error in

is

is

all

of gyration

quantities reported here is ±

is

calculated in the

10%
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manner

stated above.

unless otherwise indicated.

In this study,

we

investigate comb-burst molecules having
simulation parameters

of T = 2, 3, 4,

and 5 teeth and spacer lengths

in the "seed"

comb. Here we note that as

in Figure 1.17 is

units) connected

of P = 2, 3, 4, 5,

P is

varied, each stick connecting

modeled as a spacer composed of P

P Kuhn

by

selected to prevent

-

1

any two beads

beads of diameter d =

to place

exist in a physical system.

when

ensemble averages.

Results and Discussion

1.2.4.3

The

KSAW

all

The algorithm

a bead before terminating growth due to apparent
branch-end

frustration. For each (T, P) studied, 5000 statistical samples
are evaluated

determining

1 (arbitrary

steps of length a = 1.2. These values of d
and a are again

bond crossing which cannot

makes 5000 attempts

and 6 steps between branch points

evolution of a typical comb-burst molecule with

algorithm

is

shown

in Parts a

shading the beads in Figure 1.17

through

is also

c of

T=2 and P = 3 generated by the

Figure 1.18. The convention used in

employed here. Note that the branches of the comb-

burst molecule are highly folded, traversing the entire molecule, at

were the branches

in the analogous kinetically

The implementation

of the

all

stages of growth, as

grown starburst structures.

KSAW algorithm to

simulate the stepwise growth of

starbursts yields polydisperse molecules, with the ensemble having a characteristic

molecular weight distribution
weights

is

plot of the

(cf.

Part a of Figure

also expected for the kinetically

1.3).

Since a distribution of molecular

grown comb-burst molecules, Figure 1.19

is

a

ensemble averaged molecular weight of the comb-bursts versus spacer length

for

two, three, four, and five teeth (branches) on the seed comb. Reasonable collapse of these

curves

is

seen, within error, for the comb-burst cases. This indicates that chain flexibility

and hence, packing
throughout

all

is

unaffected by the tooth (branch) density of the comb-burst molecules

stages of growth. This curve for the starburst case

that although the curve

is

consistently below them.

is also

included. Note

identical in shape to those of the comb-burst molecules,

it lies

This results fi-om essential differences in comb-burst and

starburst configurational detail.

Branches

in
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any generation of a comb-burst molecule

are uniformly spaced along the contour of a chain,
while in starburst molecules they
are

confined to a branch point. Consequently,

when compared

to their starburst analogs,

comb-

burst molecules maintain a relatively "open" structure during
early growth. This
facilitates later-stage

packing

branch penetration into the matrix and allows more

comb-burst molecules than starbursts throughout growth.

in

Figure 1.20

molecules having

is

T=

a density distribution of beads from the center of mass for
comb-burst
3 and

P

= 4 through four generations of growth. The shapes and

relative locations of these profiles to one another are typical for all

As seen

here.

efficient

center of

its

mass throughout

Since the density of the molecule increases uniformly at

throughout

all

investigated

for starburst molecules (in Figure 1.5), the density of a comb-burst
molecule

monotonically decreases outward from

center of mass,

T and P

it is

all

all

stages of growth.

radial distances from its

evident that the growing branch ends span the comb-burst molecule

stages of growth.

Parts a through d of Figure 1.21 show radial density distributions of beads from the
center of

mass

for

T=

3 and

all

spacer lengths through four generations of growth.

The predominant feature present
and characterized by the volume

in these figures is

is

The presence

r,„„

fraction 0^^^. r-^^ as well as 0^^^ are seen to increase

monotonically with generation, G. This behavior
here.

an inversion, located at

of this inversion

is

is

general for

all

(T^) investigated

seen to delineate two types of growth behavior. This

qualitatively understood through the emergence of a "core" region (see Section 1.2.2.2).

This

is

completely analogous to what was described in Section

seen in the region bounded by

I

r

-

r^^

I

<

ri^^.

1,2.2.2.

The

first

type

is

In this "core" region the density of the

molecule decreases with increasing spacer length at any radial distance from the center of

mass. Comb-burst molecules having shorter branches
with longer branches (larger P) due

during
will

all

more

to

will

develop denser cores than those

frequent branch interpenetration into this region

phases of growth. Consequently, comb-burst molecules having shorter spacers
effectively contribute molecular density to the interior of the molecule.
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The second type
of core formation.

more
'

^

-

of growth behavior, lying beyond the core
region,

'

>

a natural result

Since the branches of comb-burst molecules having
longer spacers have

difficulty penetrating the core

^cm

is

they are more easily reflected outward into
the region

^invy resulting in increasing density

with increasing spacer length at

all

distances from the center of mass of the molecule.

Note that the core region

is

formed much

earlier in

molecules than their respective starburst analogs

The presence

of a core

is

growth

comb-burst

for

Parts a through d of Figure

(c.f

seen in comb-burst molecules at the completion of the

generation, while in starburst molecules the appearance of a core

generation of growth. This

is

1.5).

first

not seen until the third

is

another result of the connectivity differences between comb-

burst and starburst molecules, with comb-burst molecules lacking the center of symmetry
characteristic of the starburst structure.

In order to determine the effect of variations in
profiles, Parts

of mass for

P=

T at constant P on the

a and b of Figure 1.22 show the radial density distributions from the center
6 and

T = 2,

3, 4,

and 5 through one (Part

a)

and three (Part b) generations.

At the completion of one generation of growth, the density at a particular
to increase as

T

increases.

and hence, the degree

of

Increasing

T at

constant

P

-

r^-„

(

I

-

is

seen

branch folding allows

in

r

I

branch length,

to all shells of the distribution.

notes, however, that the relative increase in ^ at the inner shells

much

r

I

directly increases

branch folding increases. This increase

a more effective contribution of molecular density

is

density

r^^

I

One

- 2d, for P =

6)

smaller than that for the outer shells of the distribution. This behavior results

from the inability of the branches
branching characteristic of the

to deeply penetrate the molecule

first

to the small degree of

generation (regular comb polymer). However, by the

third generation of growth the molecule exhibits a
structure. Thus,

due

newly grown branches are able

to

more

fully developed, highly

spread through the molecule, leading

a more uniform contribution of molecular density throughout the
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branch

profile.

to

Having considered the density
examine the dependence ofR^ on

profiles of flexibly

branched comb-bursts, we now

M following the same reasoning used in collapsing these

data for starbursts. Specifically we

will calculate the

as a function of P and T. Again

will focus our attention

relationship between

Figure 1.23

Rg I

is

we

power law behavior

of

R

and our simulation parameters.
a double logarithmic plot of the reduced average
radius of gyration,

applied to the average radius of gyration facilitates the collapse
of the

P at a

M

on developing a universal

with V = 0.50 versus the reduced molecular weight, M^. The
scale factor

for all

versus

R^

versus

pv

1 /

M

particular value of T. In an effort to achieve a collapse of
this data for

we again use the the concept

curves

all

T,

of a reduced molecular weight. Since the spacers (the
solid

lines of Figure 1.17) only provide a length scale for the
connected branch points (and the

chain ends) of the combs, their molecular weight contribution

is

recognized

R

when

is

reduced. All that remains to consider are the branch points and chain
ends themselves,

that

is,

the

minimum number

of beads needed to define the comb-burst architecture for a

particular T. This molecular weight

necessary to determine
46,... for

G

=

1, 2, 3,...

At high Mj.

defined to be M^. Figure 1.17 shows the beads

for the case of

when r =

{Mj.

is

T = 2 (From

Equation

with

P=

1:

=

10, 22,

2).

> -100) the data

for all

T are

characterized by line with slope p =

0.22 ± 0.05 indicating an apparent dimensionality, d^pp ~
kinetically

1.6,

4, identical to

grown high molecular weight starburst molecules

that of the

(see Section 1.2.2.2).

Therefore, at high molecular weights, comb-burst molecules demonstrate the same power

law behavior as their starburst analogs, that

is:

Rg/p0.50^MrO-22±0.05

This behavior

is

expected since, along with the independence of

trees on branch functionality [Stauffer, 1985], the
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(17)

(dapp here) for Cayley

same branching process governs comb-

burst and starburst growth with a simple
analysis yielding M^^ =

M«

M^^ ^

i,

where

and

are the molecular weights of "similar" comb-burst
and starburst systems respectively.

("Similar" systems have

common P

comb and starburst branch

with comb-bursts characterized by

points of functionality

the best collapse of the data at a given
scale indicates that

T in

T+

1.)

A length

T teeth

on the seed

scale of pO-50 provides

the high molecular weight region. This length

any excluded volume interactions which may be occurring
during the

early stages of growth are screened due to late generation branch
interpenetration into the

existing matrix of branches.

When

a scale factor of 1 /pO-60

used in the above formalism to collapse the data,

one sees results directly contrasting those described above. Using this length
collapse

volume

is

seen at low comb-burst molecular weights (M^ <

effect

may

be influencing branch growth due

scale, the best

100) where the excluded

to the

low intramolecular density

present during the early stages of comb-burst growth.
Finally, the statistical behavior of regular

generation of comb-burst growth
for the respective T,

is

comb polymers formed during the

investigated. This data

The power law best describing

is

highlighted in Figure 1.23

these regular combs

is:

Rg/P0-60^M^0.42±0.05

The

factor 1

collapsing the data for all

P at a given

first

d

g)

T, indicates that the

conformation of the branches at this stage of growth appears to be influenced to some degree

by excluded volume interactions. This

is in

agreement with analytical results as well as

those from Monte Carlo estimates and exact enumeration techniques.

The comb polymers

exhibit interesting behavior with respect to variations in

reduced molecular weight. The exponent of M^, p = 0.42 ± 0.05, indicates that the short
chains comprising the comb show very compact packing. This
interference seen between the branches of

comb polymers
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is

a result of the strong

[Lipson,

et. al.,

1987; Lipson,

1991]. These branch-branch interactions, studied
in combs having only two
branch points,

were shown
(= 2, 3, 4,

to strongly affect

and

5)

scaUng law

pre-factors.

Since the combs in this study have

branch points we expect these interactions

to

T

be more severe, affecting not

only pre-factors but also apparent exponents.
1.3

Conclusinns

The

dendritic species considered here have different
attributes than those predicted

for this class of molecules [de

Gennes and Hervet, 1983; Tomalia,

et. al.,

1990]. For the

case of flexible branched starburst dendrimers, the most
significant of these differences

is

the fact that the ends of the branches at a given generation
are not on the surface but are

buried within the molecule. This fact results in a density distribution
strongly differing

from the self-consistent

field calculation of de

Gennes and Hervet, and

is

understood

through the emergence of a "core" region centered around the configurational
center of the

The

molecule.

statistics

presented and the physical properties derived show a strong, non-

universal dependence on spacer length (particularly
profile).

In the high molecular weight regime,

and V = 0.50 ±

We

we

when we examine the

observe,

density

Rg ~ MPP^ with p =

0.22 ± 0.05

0.05.

note that the present simulation considers starbursts composed of short spacers

as opposed to those analyzed by the self-consistent field theory. However, the spacers

modeled here are of comparable length

to those

found in synthesized dendrimers.

Further we see that the observed configurational behavior results from the
introduction of highly folded branches into the Cayley tree topology (which

when P =

1).

Although the intramolecular density

profile

is

recovered

has not been directly

characterized for synthesized starbursts, there exists experimental evidence suggesting

our predicted branch behavior. The observations found in ^^C

NMR studies of Meltzer

[1990a], specifically the comparison of the correlation times of spacer-backbone and

branch end carbon atoms, can be interpreted as a consequence of branch

folding.

Also, the

molecular weight dependence of the intrinsic viscosity as measured by Mourey [1992]
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shows the same trend as that predicted here. From
these studies (conducted on systems
synthesized by differing chemistries)
structure and

its

representation as

we conclude

Kuhn

that our generalization of the starburst

step sequences captures the essential
physics

displayed by the real systems.

We

then observed the effect of stiffening the branches (Hexibly
branched starbursts

-> rigidly branched starbursts) on their configurational behavior.
of branch points.

The

first

had a

freely orienting (FO)

(FR) characteristic. As the branches became

stiff,

We

examined two types

and the second had a

freely rotating

the branch ends are pushed toward the

surface of the molecule at a given generation. The effect of a restricted
valence angle in

the

FR case

tended

to

make

this behavior

more pronounced than

deduced from a comparison of the intramolecular density
profiles of the

FO

dendrimers strongly resembled those

starbursts, the profile of the

FR case

in the

profiles.

FO

case.

This was

While the density

for the flexibly-branched

suggested some densification at the surface with a

depletion region within the molecule. Although the branch ends were close to the surface of

the dendrimer in these cases, significant density existed radially beyond them indicating

that the de Gennes

-

Hervet regime

still

was not

attained.

We also

observed this through

analysis of the power law behavior.

This behavior indicated
0,60 ± 0.05 at low

for the

± 0.05 and 0.13 ± 0.05

Rg - M^P for both

cases studied with

FO and FR cases respectively. At high

for the

FO and FR dendrimers

respectively.

p = 0.50 ± 0.05 and

we observed p =
From

this

0.11

power law we

deduce that the branches are rod-like {R^ - P) and thus exhibit enhanced packing {d^^p 9)

when compared

When we
starburst

to their flexible analogs (rf^^p - 4).

investigate changes in dendrimer connectivity (flexibly branched

—> flexibly branched

comb-burst),

remarkable similarities with respect
comparative density

profiles,

to

we

see that the starbursts

and comb-bursts show

intramolecular packing, as seen in the

and high molecular weight power law behavior with Rg -

MPP"^ with p = 0.22 ± 0.05 and v = 0.50 ± 0.05

for
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both types of molecules. The comb-burst

molecules, starting configurationally as
regular combs, grow by "modified
Cayley tree-

branching and exhibit the configurational
behavior of kinetically grown starburst
molecules.

Although showing many structural

show notable

comb-burst and starburst systems

differences regarding the development of
their respective core regions.

presence of a core
is

similarities,

is

immediately seen

in

The

comb-burst systems, while in starbursts
this core

not seen until the third generation.
Since these systems exhibit similar intramolecular
configurational behavior,

quite reasonable to expect the configurationally dependent
physical

burst molecules

to parallel that of their starburst analogs.

characteristics (dependent on d^pp)

phenomena

it is

of comb-

The hydrodynamic

and intramolecular relaxation times

(a

consequence

of intramolecular packing) of these systems are examples
of such shared physical

behavior.

Since a double logarithmic plot of

[

tj ]

versus

M shows a maximum in intrinsic

viscosity for starburst polymers having flexible branches, a

characteristic for comb-burst systems with

the exponent of

[

tj ]

maximum

will also

be

~ M-0-4 at high molecular weights. Note that

M can only be negative for systems having d^pp > 3 (See Equation

Further work concerning the characterization of comb-burst dendrimers

1.5),

is

necessary to establish the validity of the conclusions drawn in the present study.
Lastly, two technical

remarks are

statistical properties of these dendritic

existence of scaling 1 aws.

We

in order.

First,

systems we have refrained from establishing the

rather characterize our systems by "power laws" having

"apparent size exponents" for the following reasons.
these studies will show p ->

regime

is

0,

throughout our discussion of the

d^pp ->

unattainable using the

oo

KSAW

First, the structures

generated in

asymptotically [Warner, 1991]. This asymptotic

algorithm to simulate this system. Hence, the

stated value of p results from termination effects which are algorithm and model

dependent. Second, the inherent uncertainties in the

KSAW,

off-lattice

coupled with the relatively short chain lengths studied,
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implementation of the

may

cause the exponents p

and vto have a systematic error approaching
± 20%. Consequently, the molecular
weights
attainable in the present simulation

lie

within the crossover region of
growth where

scaling laws are not expected to exist.
Despite the inability to reach the
asymptotic regime,

the density profiles and apparent exponents
discussed here are used to obtain the
qualitative conclusions in this study.
In light of this, comes our second technical
remark. In an effort to establish the

equivalence between the kinetically grown starburst
molecules and equilibrium
structures,

and hence address the subject of the

first

remark, preliminaiy development of

an algorithm that relaxes the kinetically grown dendritic
molecules was undertaken.
However,

initial results indicate that excessive

these structures due to the large

number

computational time

is

required to relax

of particles present. This precludes

work

in this

direction at this time.
1.4

Future Work

There are several possible directions of research one could pursue
based on the
findings of this study. Below

we

will state

areas of research complementary to the work

presented here.

The dendrimers considered here were grown
relaxation algorithm for growth

is

in

a kinetic fashion, since a

not currently feasible given the available

computational resources. Development and implementation of such an algorithm in the
future would be of great interest in confirming the predictions of this work, ensuring that

they are universal

(i.e.

algorithm independent).

Upon development
rod-like spacers in the

of a dynamical algorithm, the liquid crystalline aspects of the

FO and FR

starbursts

may

become a parameter of the simulation (appearing
et.al.,

1953]).

Upon

be investigated. Temperature will
in the

sampling algorithm [Metropolis,

relaxation an order parameter would be calculated based on the

orientation of the rods comprising the dendrimer.
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A plot

of order parameter versus

temperature would reveal the existence of such hquid
crystalline phase transitions such as

a collapse transition [de Gennes, 1974; Chandrasekhar,
1977].
Finally, another area of interest would be the
interaction of dendrimers with an

external potential.
starbursts.

may

is

a manifestation of this idea for flexibly branched

Instead of growing the dendrimers from a tri-functional
branch point, one

consider growing a single first generation branch by nucleating

surface.

is

The following

If several of

its

growth from a

these branches are randomly dispersed on the surface, the
situation

then not unlike growth of trees

in

a forest. In addition to imposing the growth conditions

stated above (Section 1.2.2.1), the beads of the dendrimer will not be permitted
to penetrate

the nucleating surface. Thus, a quantity of interest

is

the bead density distribution

perpendicular to this surface. By determining the location of the branch ends at a given
generation and interpolating this within the density distribution

demonstrated above), the

effect of the surface

(in

the

manner

on the degree of branch folding could be

studied. Naturally, this study could be repeated for starbursts composed of rigid branches.
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3

Figure

1.1

Concentration profile in starburst molecules [de Gennes and Hervet, 1983]
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(b)

Figure 1^

Typical starburst configuration through one (Part
(Part c) generations for spacer length, P = 5.

34

a),

three (Part

b),

and

five

Figure 1^

Starburst growth distribution for 5000 samples with P = 5. The
number of molecules (AO is plotted as a function of highest generation (G)
attained in growth. Part b: Comparison of experimental averages (•) with

Part

a:

the limiting predictions of deGennes and Hervet
(in generations) versus spacer length, P.
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Figure

1.4

15

20

25

Density profiles as a function of generation for P = 5. Here, 0 is the bead
volume fraction at distance r from the configurational center. Growth is
shown through one(#), two (), three (A), four (), five (O), six
and
seven ( A) generations. Note that the crosses (+) indicate the location of the
branch ends in the density profile at each generation of growth.

()
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Figure 1^

Density profiles as a function of spacer length at one (Part a), three (Part b),
four (Part c), and seven (Part d) generations of growth. 0 is the bead volume
fraction at distance r from the configurational center. Spacer lengths of one
The
) are shown.
(•), three (), five (A), seven (), nine (O) and 11 (
crosses (+) indicate the location of the branch ends in the density profile for
each spacer length. Continued, next page.
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as a function of spacer length, P, for

spacer lengths indicated in Figure 1.5 are shown.
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I

/

M^- = 1

.

The

Rg/P

Figure

1.7

Rg I P^-S
for

a key

0.5

1

versus

,

(M^

I

Mj =

to the spacer lengths

0) as

a function of spacer length. See Figure 1.5

shown.
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10000

Figure 1^

versus

M as a function of spacer length.

lengths used are indicated in Figure

41

1.5.

Note that Mg / My =

1

and the spacer

Figure

1.9

Calculated plot of In
lables for

G

[

]

verus

G (or In M).

are shown.
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Generation nunnber,

Figure

1.10

M

Comparison between the reduced hydrodynamic radii of P = 2 LescanecMuthukumar starbursts and experimental PAMAM starbursts [Mansfield
and Klushin, 1992].
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9

Figure

1.11

Intrinsic viscosity in
et. al.

THF

of convergent growth dendrimers [Mourey,

1992].
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(a)

Figure

1.12

Growiih of starbursts composed of rigid branches connected by freely
orienting (FO) junctions through one (Part a), three (Part b), and five (Part
generations. Here, P = 3.
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c)

Figure

1.13

composed of rigid branches connected by freely rotating
(FR) junctions through one (Part a), three (Part b), and five (Part c)

Growth

of starbursts

generations.

Here,

P=

3.
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Figure

1.14

Average growth in generations, G, versus spacer length, P, for flexibly
branched (•), FO () and FR (A) starbursts. The limiting predictions of
de Gennes and Hervet for flexibly branched starbursts are also shovm (
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0.15
(b)

010-

0.05d
B

Z#

I

0.00

10

Figure

1.15

20

30

Density profiles for P = 3 for FO (Part a) and FR (Part b) dendrimers.
Growth is shown through one (•), two (), three (A), four (), five (O), six
(), seven (A), and eight (^) generations. The location of the branch ends
are indicated by crosses (+).
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1.16

Power law behavior of Rg/ P versus
(previously defined) for FO (Part
and FR (Part b) dendrimers. The spacer lengths indicated in Figure 1.5
are shown.
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a)

•

o

o

•

a)

b)

c)

Figure

1.17

growth and connectivity through zero (Part a), one
generations of growth for T = 2 teeth and a spacer

Illustration of comb-burst

(Part

b),

and two (Part

c)

length of P = 1 step.
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(a)

(b)

Figure

1.18

Typical comb-burst configuration through one (Part a), three (Part b), and
five (Part c) generations of growth for T = 2 teeth and a spacer length of P = 3
steps.
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r
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T
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P
Figure

1.19

Ensemble averaged molecular weight, M, versus spacer

length, P, for

comb-bursts having two (•), three (), four (A), and five () teeth. Note the
inclusion of the analogous curve (+) for the starburst case (see text).
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0.3

cm

Figure

1.20

Radial density distributions from the center of mass for comb-bursts having
r = 3 and P = 4. Here, <p is the bead volume fraction at distance r I

from the center of mass. Growth

and four

()

generations.
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is

shown through one

(•),

I

two (), three

(A),

I

0

1.21

cm

I
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20
I

Figure

r-r

r-r„.

cm

30

I

Radial density distributions from the center of mass for T = 3 as a function
of spacer length at one (Part a), two (Part b), three (Part c), and four (Part d)
r - r^^
from the
generations. ^ is the bead volume fraction at a distance
I

center of mass. Spacer lengths of P =

1 (•),

are shown. Note that the location of (rj^y,

Continued, next page.
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I

2 (), 3 (A), 4 (), and 5 (O) steps
is indicated in Part a.

55

cm

Figure 1^2

Radial density distributions from the center of mass for P = 6 as a function
the number of teeth on the seed comb, T, at one (Part a), and three (Part b)
generations,

(p

is

the bead volume fraction at a distance

center of mass. Distributions for

shown.
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T=2

(•), 3

I

r

-

r^^

(), 4 (A), and 5

()

I

from the

teeth are

Figure

1^

versus reduced molecular weight (see text), M^, for T = 2
(•), 3
(), 4 (A) and 5 () teeth. In addition, the data for the first generation
combbursts (regular combs) are highlighed for the respective T by analogous
unshaded plotting symbols.
I
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CHAPTER

2

DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY OF PHASE
TRANSITIONS
IN DIBLOCK

2.1

Backrround

-

During the

COPOLYMERS

Weal^ and Stron^^ SePTR^aHnn Th^^rr n
last

two decades several theories were developed attempting

characterize the physical

phenomena

associated with the ordering of

to

A-B diblock

copolymers upon microphase separation [Aggarwal, 1970]
However, investigation of the

phase diagram was restricted

to

very specific regimes of microphase separation, due
to the

formalisms employed and inherent assumptions present in these theories.
These

developments concentrated on either the weak or the strong segregation
regime of

microphase segregation. As an introduction, we present an overview, in
somewhat of an
historical perspective, of the significant contributions to the field.
in appreciating the

reader

is

urged

This

problem addressed here and provide the motivation

to consult the original references of the studies

will aid the reader

for our study.

mentioned here

The

for in-depth

discussions of their models, formalisms and predictions.

Before beginning our brief literature review,

we

will further define the regimes of

segregation stated above in terms of the physical characteristics of the observed segment

density profiles describing ordered microphases.

There are two key parameters which

effectively characterize the observed

microphase separated domains. The

first is

periodicity of the underlying lattice.

The second

the domain spacing, D, characterizing the
is

the interfacial width, a^, which

describes the concentration gradient across a domain boundary. With these parameters

one can describe the spatial density

microphase separation.

A

profile,

the hallmark of the differing regimes of

weakly varying, nearly sinusoidal, spatial density

characterizes a system in the

weak

segregation regime. This regime
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is

profile

seen for systems

quenched just below the microphase separation
transition (MST). This behavior

IS

in

contrast to that of the highly ordered, sharply
defined (small a„) domains characterizing

the strongly segregated systems, resulting
from deep quenches. In this regime the
density
profile

assumes a "square-wave" form. The appropriate
quench parameter was found

XN, with

N the total degree of polymerization of the diblock, and

interaction parameter [Floiy, 1953].

With

this terminology in

position to begin considering contributions to the literature.

to

be

x, the familiar Flory

hand, we are now in a

We focus first

on theories

valid in the strong segregation regime.

In a series of papers, Helfand and

Wasserman examined A-B

diblock copolymer

microphase separation into lamellae [Helfand and Wasserman,
1976], hexagonally-

packed cylinders [Helfand and Wasserman, 1980], and spheres on a
body-centered-cubic
lattice

[Helfand and Wasserman, 1978] in the limit of strong segregation. Their
model

was derived from an assumption that the

configurational statistics of the component

chains reflected gaussian behavior in the melt. Their resulting free energy
consisted of a

decomposition of the total free energy into potentials arising from the formation of

domains, the creation of surfaces between these domains, and junction point fluctuations
within the interphase region [Helfand and Wasserman, 1982].

This linear decomposition of the

total free

energy was justified by the narrow

interphase approximation (NIA) employed by these investigators. This assumption states
that the domains are well defined, exhibiting sharp interfaces. This feature
the strong segregation limit.

is

expected in

Their formulation, in general, consisted of a self-consistent

solution of the diffusion equation for the partition function [Helfand, 1975]. Their free

energy, in terms of the partition function was a function of the quench parameter x^, the
fractional length of the

A-block),

and the bulk

A block, f (f = Nj^ / N where Nj^
densities of the

A

is

the degree of polymerization of the

and B components. They evaluated their

energy expression for the set of ordered morphologies mentioned above.
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free

They obtained

a phase diagram denoting the
stabiUties of the ordered morphologies

relative to the disordered phase.

also found

and are given

in

The strong segregation hmits

Table

dependence of D on N, finding

D

2.1.

also determined the

~ ivO.636 f,,

This series was among the
in the limit of strong segregation

They

first

for these structures

scahng law

were

for the

morphologies in this regime.

describing the microphase separation
of diblocks

and served as a motivating

force for later developments

described below.

Ohta and Kawasaki [1986] employed a somewhat

different approach in

characterizing this regime. Their free energy consisted
of contributions due to short and

long range interactions present in the system. They
anticipate this free energy, in the
limit of T

0,

from an electrostatic analog of the problem consisting of
uniformly charged

domains [Jackson, 1975]. The short range part was formulated
(to

in

terms of vertex functions

be described below). This term characterizes the contribution
to the potential from the

domain walls and
domain

is

proportional to the total domain wall area.

walls, the long range part

may

Due

to the influence of the

be described in terms of density-density

correlation functions, <yKr) \iKr^>, with yKr) the characteristic order
parameter at space

point r of the microphase separated system. These correlation functions will
exhibit a
characteristic 1

/

which allows an
fiinctions

the "coulombic" nature of these correlation functions

"electrostatic" formulation of the problem.

assumed

They
" X'^^^

It is

and order parameters below.)

profile are

<^o

r dependence.

A

(More

will

be said on vertex

sharp interface and a parameterized density

in the solution.

predict for this regime regarding the dependence of Z) ^ ^^^^N^3 ^nd

for this regime.

prediction of Helfand

We

note that their prediction

ofD- 7^3

and Wasserman stated above. They

ig in

good agreement

also calculate the strong

segregation limits for the lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical morphologies which are

given in Table

2.1.
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Within the context of micelles. Semenov
[1984] preformed an analysis
similar
that of Ohta and Kawasaki.

He

partitions the total free energy
into internal, surface,

to

and

external parts. In his "electrostatic"
formulation of the problem, the
spatial distribution of

junction points plays a more important role
than in the development of Ohta
and

Kawasaki. While recovering the predictions of
Ohta and Kawasaki

D and a, on xN, Table 2.1
lamellar, cylindrical,

We
This

is

shows yet another

for the

dependence of

set of strong segregation limits
for the

and spherical microdomains.

note one feature

common

to the

formalism of these strong segregation
theories.

the linear decomposition of the free energy
into separate contributions. This

decomposition, in

all

cases, is facilitated by the assumption
of a narrow; interphase

characterizing the segment density profile.

the limit of strong segregation,

Having addressed developments concerning

we now turn our

attention to the

weak

segregation regime of

microphase separation.

The

first

theory to treat weakly segregated systems

that of Leibler [1980]. His

is

mean-field free energy formulation consisted of a fourth order
Landau expansion about

its

value in the disordered phase [Landau and Lifshitz, 1980] in terms
of a suitably defined
order parameter and vertex functions. The order parameter
v<r)

is

defined as the

deviation in the local composition from the spatially averaged composition.
The vertex
functions, describing the density-density correlations within the melt,
contain the

physical parameters describing the state of the system,

and/".

This Landau free energy formulation was developed

to

study phase transitions in a

general nature and has been successfully applied to study order-disorder transitions in
Ising

and quantum-electronic systems

[Plischke

and Bergersen, 1989].

Leibler evaluated his free energy expression for the lamellar, cylindrical, and
spherical microphases, developing a phase diagram valid in the

regime.

He

finds that the transitions from the

homogeneous (disordered) phase

spheres to cylinders, and cylinders to lamellae are
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weak segregation

first

order

when

0.5.

A

to spheres,

second order

transition from the disordered phase to lamellae

case of symmetric diblocks (/= 0.5,

is

predicted at the critical point for the

= 10.495).

His solution, specifically the calculation of the vertex
functions,

is

performed

within a generalized random phase approximation (RPA)
[de Gennes, 1970]. He used a
single

harmonic

to describe the sinusoidal

having characteristic wave vector
characterizes the
finds that

D

maximum

^ N^^^

fe* is

segment density

assumed

to

This harmonic,

be temperature independent and

in the structure factor S(fe*).

in this regime.

profile.

Given these assumptions, he

Hence, the configurational

statistics of the chains are

predicted to reflect gaussian behavior in this regime.

Fredrickson and Helfand [1987] extended Leibler's work

to

account for

concentration fluctuations not considered within a mean-field framework.

Using a

Hartree-type analysis, they reduced Leibler's free energy into a Brazovskii [1975] form,

thereby adding self-consistent corrections

to the Leibler's

mean-field free energy.

In general, they observe that the order-disorder transition

=

0.5, exhibiting

a characteristic molecular weight dependence:

is

weakly

first

= 10.495 +

order at f

41.0222V-1/3,

Also they observe compositional "windows" in their phase diagram, which allow
transitions from the disordered phase to

They further note that
behavior

is

Leibler's predictions are recovered

when

iV

oo,

where mean-field

expected since composition fluctuations will be suppressed in this

We note that the
is

any of the three ordered morphologies considered.

performed using the

and Olvera de

la

limit.

evaluation of the higher order vertex functions in this development

local

approximation [Ohta and Kawasaki, 1986]. Recently, Mayes

Cruz [1991a] re-evaluated Fredrickson and Helfand's

free energy with

consideration of the angle-dependent higher order vertex functions in their Hartree

approximation and found

xN =

10.495 + 39.053^-1^3 at/"=

0.5.

In another paper by these investigators, the free energy of Leibler [1980] was

re-

evaluated using four composition harmonics, instead of only one [Mayes and Olvera de
Cruz, 1991b]. They employed non-local higher order vertex functions and found, upon
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la

minimization of their free energy, that k*
for the lamellar

temperature dependent. Their calculations

and hexagonal morphologies predict a
curious

segregation regime. This
iVl/2.

is

is

result,

D ~ iV in

the

quite different than the prediction
of Leibler showing

weak

D

~

Their results apparently indicate that the
diblock copolymer chains are highly

stretched, virtually rod-like, in the

We

weak

segregation regime.

observe that the weak segregation theories
presented have a Landau type

formulation in common.

However comparison

of the

methods of evaluation of the

attendant vertex functions, local versus non-local, leads
for the scaling behavior

when

D ~ N" is

to strongly disparate predictions

considered.

2.2 Ohiectives

In the previous section,
applicability, with a given

we have presented

theories with limited ranges of

development valid in either the weak or strong segregation

regime of microphase separation. Melenkevitz and Muthukumar [1991] performed
the
first

analysis of microphase separation of diblock copolymers focusing on intermediate

degrees of segregation. Their density functional theory (DFT)

is

an adaptation of the

analyses describing the freezing of simple Uquids [Ramakrishnan and YussoufF,
1977;

Haymet and Oxtoby,

1981; Haymet, 1983]. Melenkevitz and

their formalism for liquids containing block copolymers.

Muthukumar generaUzed

Employing the

techniques of Leibler they characterized the dependence of D on

microphase at

all degrees of

predictions of Leibler

Our

field-theoretic

xN for the lamellar

microphase separation, recovering the weak segregation

and the strong segregation predictions stated above.

objective is to extend the

work of Melenkevitz and Muthukumar by

similarly

studying the cylindrical and spherical morphologies and developing a phase diagram
valid at all degrees of microphase separation. Throughout our discussions

we

will focus

on the behavior seen at intermediate degrees of segregation, providing physical motivation
for our observations.
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Having introduced the problem

We

follows.

will first outline the

at hand, the rest of this chapter

formalism relevant

to

is

organized as

our study of microphase

separation of A-B diblock systems and then discuss
the minimization procedure
needed for
the development of the phase diagram. Following
this,

we

will

present the calculated phase

diagram and examine the dependence of D and a„ on the
quench parameter, xN,
microphases considered.

Finally,

we conclude by

for the

discussing the implications of our work,

indicating the directions of future study.
2.3 FormalisTn

-

Densitv Functional Theory

In this section

we sketch

the details of DFT needed to give the operative forms
of our

thermodynamic functional. The reader

is

directed to the original development for a

thorough discussion of the formalism outlined here [Melenkevitz and
Muthukumar, 1991].

Our system

consists of gaussian, monodisperse,

of TV statistical segment lengths.

We

A-B diblock copolymers composed

further assume that both blocks of the copolymer are

non-crystallizable and have equal segment lengths and segment volumes.
potential,

£2, is

then a functional of the spatial variables p(r) and p^(r):

apW,PA(r)]=F[p(r),PA(r)]-^Jdrp(r)

Here, p(r) and p^(r) are the total and
r.

The grand

potential functional

between the Helmholtz
potential

assume

energy of the ordered
its

is

A (minority)

(2.i)

component segment density variables

at

formulated in the usual way from the difference

free energy, F,

and the Gibbs function containing the chemical

fi.

We now

about

The grand

incompressibility,

state, F[ Pj^ir)

],

i.e.

p(r) = p,

and determine the Helmholtz

as a functional Taylor series expansion in p^(r)

value in the disordered state, F[ pj^^

]:
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free

2 J

is

the

'

^

5pA(r)5pACr')

PA(r)

-PAd H

PA(r')

A component density in the homogeneous phase.

functional differentiation with respect to p^(r).

through a fourth order Landau expansion
vertex functions

Fj,

and

Ff PA<r)] =

We

-p^

]

+

.

.

(2.2)

.

The symbol 8 / 5p^(r) denotes

determine

F in

the disordered state

in the density variable p^(r) in

terms of the

[Leibler, 1980]:

2Ty

X

^2(k,-k)pA(k)pA(-k)

XX^3(ki.k2.-ki-k2)pA(ki)pA(k2)pA(-^i-k2) +

24p'^

XSX^4
K

(ki, k2. kg,

-ki^2-k3)

X

k3

pA<ki) PA(k2) pAOtg)

PA(-ki^C2-k3) +

•

•

(2.3)

•

with:

PA(k)=Jdre^''pA(r)
(2.4)

where kTis the Boltzmann constant multiphed by the absolute temperature, and

volume of the system.
accounting for

all

F is

calculated by

summing

modes comprising the density

over the contributions of

profile.

procedure used in the weak segregation theories in which
k*, the

maximum

in the structure factor, S(

k*
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).

This

is

k, thereby

contrasted with the

F is evaluated

It is this

all

V the

at a single \k

summation over

all

modes

\

=

which allows calculation of the thermodynamics
of microphase separation
at

all

degrees of

segregation.
In general the vertex functions are
calculated within the

approximation (RPA) [Leibler. 1980; de Gennes
1970].
factor, S-l(ife),

and

is

is

random phase

the inverse of the structure

given through:

^ii^)

Nr2(k,-k)=

^^-^^

2g(f,x)ga-o-i[ga,x)-g<f,x)-ga-f,x)]2

where

g{f, x) is

the familiar Debye function,

gif, x)

= x-^[e-f^ -l+fx],x = (kRg

I

D)2, and

/"

is

the fraction of A-component in the diblock copolymer.
Minimization of the free energy

with respect to x will determine the periodicity, D, of the domains.

quench parameter,

yJ<^ ,

appears only in the expression

for

We

Nr2. This

will see that the

will simplify the

minimization problem when deep quenches are studied (see below).

The higher order vertex

functions are taken as constants with:

NTgC ki, k2, -ki-k2) = Nrgd)

(2.6)

Nr4( ki, k2, k3, -ki-k2-k3) = Nr4(0,0)

(2.7)

where iVrjd) and Nr4(0,0) are defined by Leibler

[1980].

Here we have employed the

approximation [Ohta and Kawasaki, 1986], which has been used

local

in theories addressing both

weakly [Fredrickson and Helfand, 1987] and strongly [Ohta and Kawasaki, 1986]
segregated systems (see Section
Since

2.1).

we expect the ordered phase

to

be periodic in space,

the density profile p^(r) in terms of a Fourier series:
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it is

convenient to express

PA(r)

The

= pflr) = pf+p£(a^ cos(k,T) +
b,

set of reciprocal lattice vectors

[kj

sinOk^-r)}

(2.8)

will define the xnorphology
investigated.

The

sets

of Fourier coefficients, {a,} and
{6„), become the order parameters
of the theory.

When

the condition for an

extremum

in i2 is

imposed:

5apA(r)]
(2.9)

'paoW=0

5p.(r)

with p^,(r) the A-component segment density
profile which extremizes the
grand potential,

we

arrive at the final form for the difference
in grand potential. An,
between that of the

ordered. Q^, and disordered. Q^, states:

N(^^-^^)

kTp.V

— g—
192

N V
=—
2-

.

2

2

r2(k,)(a^l^)-.

2^ Kam^n+m + Sa^^b^b^^^ - b^b^b„+„) +

K K

2^ 2rf 2^(4a^a^aia„^.^^l + Sa^a^aia^+i.^ -

4bnb^b,b^n>fl +3b^b^bib^i_„ -ISb^bn^aia^^^^,! +

12a^a^bib^^l + 1 2a^a^bib^^i_^ - 6a^aj„bib^+^_i) +

We

.

.

.

(2.10)

see that ATiis a function of /" (appearing through the vertex functions and the Fourier

series for p^(r)),

xN and Rg/D

parameters {a^} and

(appearing in Nr2), {k^} (the morphology), and the order

(6^^).

Having obtained the operative form

of our free energy,

minimization procedure in the next section.
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we now

discuss the

2.4

Minimizfltinn Terhniqnf
Calculation of the

minimum

presents a variational problem in 2n
large as the degree of quench

Therefore,

we parameterize

computational

diflTiculty

is

for

1

a particular set of conditions

parameters

increased,

((a,). {6„).

making the

(/.

xN, and

{fe

J)

R^ID). n becomes very

solution a formidable task.

the expected density profiles in order
to alleviate the

associated with such a multivariable
minimization problem.

have exploited the symmetries of the microphases considered
here

We

(lamellae, cylinders,

spheres) and have developed expressions for the density
profiles in terms off,

and

<j„,

the interfacial width.

Melenkevitz and Muthukumar have used

am=2fj((2 fk^Jexpi _1

2

,2 (
I

<]
D

(2.11)

J

with jo a spherical Bessel function of order zero, for the order parameters
describing the
lamellar morphology.

They have shown that

this parameterization successfully

characterizes the behavior of the segment density profile at all degrees of microphase

separation [Melenkevitz and Muthukumar, 1991].

We now

introduce similar density parameterizations for hexagonally-packed

cylinders:

3271

^2

2-|

^

2^m Id

m

and body-centered-cubic

spheres:
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J

(2.12)

V
—1 il(r-iff
ftrr

a^=4(97cf^)3

O

r

™/

^

.i,

,

exfl

2

°i

1^
VD

where Jj and jj are Bessel and spherical Bessel
functions

(2.13)

of order one respectively.

the symmetry of these structures allows a
half-interval Fourier representation
all

the morphologies considered here,

{k^] for each

morphology

is four.d

{6

Since

= 0 for

)

from the

primitive translation vectors of the underlying lattice
[Kittel, 1976]. Using the technique
of

parameterization, the evaluation of the
I

D

and

I

{k^], the

system

is

Ai2 has been reduced to two variable,

R

D, variational problem.

The minimization
and

minimum

of

expression for

AQ proceeds

as follows. Given the set of parameters:

AQ is minimized with respect to R^/D

and

I Z).

f,

xN,

Then, the

characterized according to the following set of stability criteria:
If 4^2 > 0 the

disordered phase

ordered phase

is stable.

is stable.

If

^

= 0 the order-disorder transition occurs, and

The ordered phase

characterizing the morphology

is

if

^

< 0 the

the one

yielding the lowest value for AQ.

The minimization algorithm employed
methods of multidimensional minimization

is

among

the family of direction set

[Brent, 1973; Press,

et. al.,

1992].

Mechanically, the algorithm performs line minimizations of the objective function with
respect to each of the variational parameters. The attractive feature of the algorithm

employed

is

that

it

demands placed on
of this

method

reqxiires

no derivatives of the function, substantially easing the

the computational resources available. The

for spherical

microdomains

is

FORTRAN

implementation

given in Appendix B.

Having sketched the theory describing the thermodynamics

of our diblock

copolymer systems and detailing our minimization procedure, we now present the results
of our study.
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2.5

Results and Di>msf=iffn
In Figure 2.1

we

stability for lamellae

cubic spheres (SPH).
indicated.

(LAM), hexagonally-packed cyhnders
(CYL), and body-centered-

The

location of the homogeneous, disordered
(DIS) phase

Since the phase diagram

concentrate on the
(A),

consider the predicted phase diagram.
Part a shows the regions of

SPH-CYL

left

symmetric about

is

</< 0.50.

and CYL-LAM

transitions.

(•,

O)

strong segregation limits for spheres (/"= 0.195
last entiy in

Table

0.50 for the diblock system,

half and consider 0.10

(,),

We

2.1).

will

)

also

is

For

we

xN < 55 we present the DIS-SPH

We

and cylinders

have also calculated the
(/"= 0.345

show that at xN = 300 the domains

)

at;fiV= 300 (see

of these morphologies

are strongly segregated. These strong segregation limits
compare favorably with those of

Ohta and Kawasaki quoted
In Part

calculated by
1980].

We

in

Table

2.1.

b we show the departures

DFT

of the

SPH-CYL and CYL-LAM

transitions as

from the predictions of the weak segregation theory of Leibler

see that at

~ 15 the

CYL-LAM

transition calculated by

from the weak segregation prediction. Similar behavior
transition beginning at

xN ~

20.

is

[Leibler,

DFT begins to

seen for the

deviate

SPH-CYL

For the range off studied, the DIS-SPH transition shows

no differences from the predictions of Leibler. Comparison of the predictions of DFT with
those of the
of the

weak

segregation theories enables one to determine the region of applicability

weak segregation

theories.

We note that we have used both
The data shown with

these curves.
fourth order

Landau expansion

shaded and unshaded plotting symbols

filled plotting

for F,

Equation

2.3,

Data indicated by unshaded symbols (O.D) were
Equation

2.3,

i.e.

symbols (•,

which we

to construct

, A) was obtained using the
will

term the

"full" theory.

calculated using only the first term of

the term containing Nr2. This simplification of the theory was

necessary in order to carry out the calculations of the

SPH-CYL

transition for

x^ >

to investigate the intermediate-strong segregation behavior for the cylindrical

spherical microphases.
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and

20,

and

In the previous section

As the de^ee

of quench

appearance. Consequently,

we noted that

is

calculation of

F involves

a summation over

all

increased the density profile
assumes a "square-wave"

many wave

vectors (O(104)) are needed to
yield a convergent

Fourier expansion for p^(r). The calculation
of the second and third terms
of Equation 2.3
for such a large set of

wave

vectors

is

beyond the limits of the available
computational

resources. Figure 2.2 shows the percent
deviation of F calculated using the
truncated

expression from

general, the second
positive
first

value using the

its

"full" theory.

and third order terms are

and has higher magnitude than the

term

in

negative,

third.)

is

negative because, in

and the fourth order term

CYL-LAM

transition

Equation 2.3 for 25 <

xN

is

The success

calculated using the

full

is

Fortunately, for large enough xN, the

Equation 2.3 comprises over 99% of F. making the
truncation of F

single term a reasonable approximation.

the

(The deviation

of this approximation

is

to this

seen

when

(•) and the truncated (O) versions of

< 40. The curves are virtually identical for this region
of ;t7V.

Therefore we are confident that this approximate form of F captures
the essential physics of
the

full

theory

when deeply quenched systems

We now turn
and

our attention

to the characterization of the

N for the morphologies considered.

dependence of D on

are investigated.

In Part a of Figure 2.3

N from a plot of ln( D/Rg) versus ln( xN

[Melenkevitz and Muthukumar, 1991], 0.45, and 0.40.
(

Rg ~

A^

''2

)

and strong

D

~

We

).

dependence ofD and

we

investigate the

This

is

done for f = 0.50

see the regions of weak

segregation behavior. Between these regions

D~

we

see

D

~

^jth 0.72 an "effective" exponent characterizing the crossover behavior between the

limiting regimes.

This region, the "intermediate" segregation regime,

discussed below. (The error on the exponents calculated in this study

±

on

0.01.)

We

will

is

be further

approximately

see that these exponents are independent of the value of f, consistent with

predictions for the

weak and strong

segregation regimes. The locations of the changes in

these exponents allows one to delineate the ranges of xN corresponding
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to differing states

x

of segregation. For example, for /"=
0.40,

intermediate segregation

when

14.0 <

we

;:iV

see

weak segregation when 11.32 <
xN <

< ~ 100. and strong segregation when

Part b of Figure 2.3 shows a plot of ln(

CT,

we

on X and

We

see a non-universal dependence

N at weak and intermediate degrees of segregation.

recover the strong segregation behavior, o, - rO-^O.
Finally

expression for

F

was used

in

(

However

we note

at

xN

> -100

that the full

determining these curves.

Figure 2.4 similarly characterizes
Part a we see the weak

-100.

oJD) versus ln( xN )forf= 0.50

[Melenkevitz and Muthukumar, 1990], 0.45, and
0.40.
of

xN >

14.0,

D-

D

and a„

strong

)

(

for the cylindrical

D-

)

microdomains.

In

segregation regions, with

exponents independent of f. Between these limiting regimes
we see intermediate
segregation exhibiting an /--dependent exponent with values
ranging from 0.74
0.35 to 0.78

when f=

0.25.

when f =

In characterizing the interfacial width, Part
b of Figure 2.4,

we

observe similar transition from non-universal behavior in
the weak and intermediate
segregation regimes as demonstrated by the lamellar microphase
leading to the strong
segregation prediction

F was

needed

xN is increased

.

Note that the truncated expression of

in order to investigate the strong segregation

Similarly,

Again, in Part

- XT^-^O as

a,

we

we

characterize the spherical microdomain in Figure 2.5 for = 0.19.
f

see the three regimes described above

dependence of D on N. Here we observe

The dependence

of

regime for cylinders.

on

xN shown in

D - ArO-82

when we

consider the

intermediate degrees of segregation.

Part b exhibits similar behavior to that of the

lamellar and cylindrical microphases.

Unfortunately due to the extreme demand placed

on the available computational resources for this calculation, a complete set of data
unobtainable.

We merely quote

is

the apparent exponent 0.82 in the beginning of the

intermediate segregation regime

to give

an indication of the degree of chain deformation

expected for this morphology. Additionally, despite using the truncated expression for F,
further computational difficulties exist which limit study of only one value of f. Therefore,
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no comment

may

exponent on

f.

We now

be

made

at this time regarding the
dependence of this intermediate

discuss the physical reasons for the
presence of an intermediate

segregation regime through the dependence of the
molecular weight exponent in the
scaling law for D, on the choice of morphology
and

quenched the junction points undergo
1991].

The extreme

situation exits

pure and the interfacial width

The

opposite case

weak

is

is

and Muthukumar,

the junction points he on the surface of the
domain,

Thus the domain and surrounding material are

very small. A-B interactions occur only at the
interface.

weak segregation

seen in the

As the system becomes deeply

"localization" [Melenkevitz

when

yielding strongly segregated domains.

f.

region of the phase diagram.

A very

periodicity exists in the system, hence the junction points
are randomly dispersed

throughout. Starting from this point, as the system

is

further quenched into the

intermediate segregation regime, the chains are stretched in order
junctions.

to localize the

Since the junctions are not completely localized, a significant number of
A-B

contacts exist which further contribute to chain stretching.

The degree

of stretching in this regime will also depend on the radius of curvature

and complexity of the domain structure considered. The lamellar morphology, exhibiting
one dimensional periodicity, has an
f.

infinite radius of curvature regardless of the value of

Hence, no dependence of the intermediate exponent on

two dimensionally periodic
of curvature, decreasing as

f'ls

expected from this

cylindrical morphology, however,
/"is

effect.

The

has an /"-dependent radius

decreased. This tends to increase the degree of chain

stretching [Ching and Witten, 1992]. Based on these arguments the three-dimensionally
periodic spherical morphology should exhibit even stronger chain stretching in this

regime.
Finally, Figures 2.6, 2.7,

at various degrees of segregation.

and

2.8 depict "micrographs" of our ordered morphologies

Here we investigate the

ability of the density

parameterization to render effectively the physical details of a given morphology. The
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images are constructed from specifying

[k,],

and

Black regions indicate pure A-component

2.13.

component

/"
(

= 0.0

(

aJDin

f = 1.0

Equations

and white regions are pure B-

)

).

Figure 2.6 shows images of the lamellar structure
atf= 0.40 for
a).

0.10 (Part

of the

b).

and

0.01 (Part

domain structure as the

c).

with

D

arbitrary and constant.

interfacial width

similar images of hexagonally-packed cylinders

(Part

b),

and 0.01 (Part

The

c).

We

b),

and

0.01 (Part

The values

of

/

c).

D in

/

D = 0.25 (Part

note the sharpening

becomes narrower. Figure 2.7 shows

atf=

0.30 for (7^/0 = 0.25 (Part

a),

0.10

projection of the cylinders is end on. Lastly,
Figure 2.8

characterizes spheres in a body-centered-cubic lattice atf= 0.10
for

0.10 (Part

and

2.8. 2.11. 2.12.

Here we present the (100)
Part a of Figures

early intermediate degrees of segregation.

intermediate segregation regime while

2.6, 2.7

a^/D

0^/0

0.20 (Part

a).

projection.

and

= 0.10

0^/0 =

is

2.8 are typical of late

weak

to

characteristic of the

= 0.01 describes strongly segregated

microdomains.
2.6

Concluding Remarks
In this study

we have

investigated microphase separation of diblock copolymers

through calculation of the phase diagram, and the morphological characteristics
ordered microphases
spheres.

A

-

for three

lamellae, hexagonally-packed cylinders, and body-centered-cubic

general scheme was implemented which allowed study of diblock copolymers

at all degrees of segregation.

We have

reproduced the behavior seen in the weak and

strong segregation regimes by comparing our predictions for these regimes to those of
established theories.

An

intermediate segregation regime emerged between these limiting

cases and exhibited unique properties due to the phenomenon of localization.

on the scaling relationship

morphology and

f,

which

have shown that density

is

We focused

D ~ N" and observed that a depends both on the choice of
not seen in the weak or strong segregation limits. Finally, we

profile parameterization greatly reduces the technical complexity
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inherent in this calculation. Further, no physical details of the
microstructures were

when

their density profile

Finally,

we

lost

assumed a parameterized form.

will critically discuss

two investigations concerning the problem

investigated here since the publication of Melenkevitz and Muthukumar's
work.
Shull [1992] considered the behavior of the segment density profile at
the interface

separating the A-rich and B-rich domains of lamellar structures.

He modeled

in the spirit of characterizing lamellae present in the bulk, at surfaces,

thin films.

his theory

and comprising

His mean-field approach focused on determining the probability distribution

function q(ij) which are related to the probabihty of finding the termination of a chain

segment

of lengthy within layer

of the lamellar registry.

i

Within the context of

appropriately defined boundary conditions, the self-consistent formalism similar to that of

Helfand [1975] was used
interi'ace

to solve the coupled set of equations for the density profile at the

and the probability distributions

q(i,j).

For a symmetric A-B diblock copolymer, he predicts that the density profile

assumes a hyperbolic tangent functional form across the
observes this because the

NIA was

Most

notably, as

x^

decreased, he finds that

D

- ^^017^^.67

D-

A smooth

and rapid

> 20.

transition from

^.y^jg

He

range of x^-

the region 10.5 <

indicating the highly stretched chain hmit observed by
[1991b].

when

not employed in his model. Further, he observes strong

- 150 finding that

segregation behavior for 45 <

interface

x^ <

Mayes and Olvera de

la

15,

Cruz

D ^ N^-^^ to D ^ N^-^'^ is seen as x^ is

increased from 15 to 45.

Vavasour and Whitmore [1992] employ a
similar to that used by Shull.

However a more

employed allowing consideration

self-consistent mean-field approach very

general, non-discretized version is

of the lamellar, cylindrical,

and spherical

morphologies.

For weakly segregated systems, their phase diagram shows a

critical point at

quenches, the strong
10.5 in apparent agreement with Leibler [1980], Further, at deep
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x^ =

segregation limits for microphase stability
of Helfand and
(Table

2.1).

segregation.

They

predict

D ~ ^N.. ,

= p . 1/2

At deep quenches they observe p =

fo. all

0.2.

Wasserman

morphologies at

9 =

0.7. consistent

segregation predictions for these exponents.
For shallow quenches,

all

are recovered

degrees of

with strong

p=

q = 0.95, in

0.45.

agreement with Shull.

Comparing our
the scaling exponent

we

observe,

a=

a

results with those just detailed,
(q in

Vavasour and Whitmore's

we

see that the primary difference

We feel

notation).

is

that the result

0.50 seems more physically reasonable, since
the copolymer chains are

expected to be gaussian in nature in the melt
(x =
strong degree of chain stretching

is

predicted

0)

[Edwards, 1965; de Gennes. 1970].

when a =

0.95.

A

This seems questionable for

weakly segregated systems.

The value
is.

of this exponent, in a sense, arises from
a question of convergence. That

when our development and

that of Mayes and Olvera de la Cruz [1991b]
are compared,

the difference lies in the vertex functions employed:
local versus non-local.

We

confident, however, in the local approximation since
the values of

as the system

is

quenched from the

MST to the

a observed

are

strong segregation regime indicate regimes that have

physically reasonable explanations

(e.g.

the localization

mechanism characterizing

intermediately segregated systems) accompanying them.

We
to the

close this section

by commenting on the status of experimental work pertinent

problem addressed here.

We focus

on the strong segregation limits observed for the

morphologies considered in this study and the observed values of

ainD ~N" in

the

intermediate segregation regime.
Since

we

did not consider the presence of the ordered-bicontinuous double diamond

(OBDD) morphology [Thomas,

et. al.,

1986] in our phase diagram,

we can

only

comment on

the strong segregation limit for spheres at this time. For polystyrene-polyisoprene diblock

copolymers, which are well represented by our development, the strong segregation limit
for spheres is experimentally observed to lie

atf-
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0.18 [Gobran, 1989]. This

is in

excellent

agreement with our predicted value of/= 0.195

(see

Table

We further note

2.1).

that of the

theoretical developments presented here,
our predictions agree best with
experiment.

Based on

this,

we

are optimistic that a similar degree of
agreement will be seen for the

strong segregation limits of the cylindrical and
the

The

a in

prediction that

segregation limit as

xN

is

OBDD

microphases.

D ~ iV« is higher than that observed in the strong

increased from the weak segregation
regime was

experimentally observed by Almdal and co-workers
[Almdal,
diblocks of poly(ethylene-propylene)

observed the apparent power law,

-

1990] for symmetric

et. al.,

poly(ethylethyllene) forming lamellae.

D ~ N^-^.

They

Hadziioannou and Skouhos [1982] observed a

similar exponent for their symmetric polystyrene-polyisoprene
diblocks.

each of these investigations, a crossover from the intermediate

However, in

to the strong segregation

regime was not observed. Assuming, however, that the
experimentally observed value of a
= 0.8 corresponds
by

DFT

to

the intermediate regime, the difference between 0.8 and
0.72 (predicted

for lamellae) is not

unreasonable given that this exponent

depends on compressibility, chain

Muthukumar
cylindrical

stiffness,

segment volumes,

etc.

is

nonuniversal and

(Melenkevitz and

[1991] further argue this point.) Experimental determination of

and spherical microphases

in the intermediate segregation

a for

regime

the

will

further test the predictive power of density functional theory.
2.7 Future

We

Work
close this section

described above

is

by stating the implications of this work. The scheme

completely general.

Analysis of systems exhibiting variations in block

copolymer architecture or chemical composition

is

possible through modification of the

above formalism. For example, modifications in the vertex functions

in

Equation 2.3

would allow study of the microphase separation of A-B star-diblocks [Olvera de
Sanchez, 1986]. Compressibility

may be

la

Cruz and

re-introduced into the calculation as another

variational parameter, by retaining the full form of Equation 2.1.
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Finally the stability of

other morphologies such as the
ordered-bicontinuous double diamond
al.,

1986]

may

(OBDD) [Thomas,

be investigated by suitable density
parameterization using the proper
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et.

(k^).

Table

2.1

Stability regions for various morphologies
as predicted by the strong
segregation theories of Helfand and Wasserman
[1982], Semenov [19851
Ohta and Kawasaki [1986], and DFT.

Spheres

Cylinders

(f)

(f)

Lamellae

Helfand and

Wasserman

0.0-0.15

0.15

-

0.25

0.25

-

0.50

Semenov

0.0-0.12

0.12

-

0.28

0.28

-

0.50

Kawasaki

0.0-0.215

0.215

-

0.355

0.355

-

0.50

DFT

0.0

0.195

0.195

-

0.345

0.345

-

0.50

Ohta and

-
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(f)

5CN

Figure

2.1

Part a: Phase diagram as predicted by DFT. The strong segregation Hmits
(in terms of /) for spheres and cyUnders are indicated at the top of the phase
diagram. Part b: Comparison of the phase diagrams of DFT and Leibler. See
text for an explanation of the plotting symbols.
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Figure

22.

Percent deviation of the value of 4X2 found from the truncated
free energy
expression from its value determined by the "full" fourth
order

The

expression.

calculation

is

performed

for lamellar

81

microdomains at/'= 0.45

(•).

In(xN)

Figure 23

Characterization of the dependence of the domain spacing, D (Part a), and the
interfacial width, cr^ (Part b) on x and
for lamellae at
0.50 (•), 0.45

N

(), and 0.40 (A). The values adjacent
value of a in

Z)

to the lines in

Part a indicate the

- N^, That in Part b indicates the value of ^ in
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- x^*

2

4

3

6

5

In(xN)

Figure

2.4

D

Characterization of the dependence of the domain spacing,
(Part a), and the
interfacial width,
(Part b) on x and
for cylinders at f = 0.35 (#, O), 0.30
(,), and 0.25 (A, A). The values adjacent to the lines in Part a indicate the

N

value of or in

D - N^,

That

in

Part b indicates the value of ^ in

shade of the plotting symbols indicates the reions where the
versions of the free energy are used (see text).
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(T^

full

x^-

The

and truncated

ln(D/Rg)

Figure 2^

Characterization of the dependence of the domain spacing, D (Part a), and the
interfacial width,
(Part b) on x and
for spheres atf= 0.19 (#, O). The

N

values adjacent to the lines in Part a indicate the value of
in Part

b indicates the value of fiin a^^

x^-

The shade

a in

D - N^.

That

of the plotting symbol

indicates the regions where the full and truncated versions of the free energy
are used (see text).
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Figure

2.6

Images of lamellae for/"= 0.40 atOo/D = 0.25 (Part a), 0.10 (Partb), and 0.01
(Part c). The lamellae are oriented perpendicularly to the plane of the figure.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7

f = 0.30 at Oq/ D = 0.25 (Part
The projection of the cyhnders is end on.

Images of hexagonally-packed cylinders
0.10 (Part

b),

and

0.01 (Part

c).
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for

a),

(a)

•

Figure 2^

Images of body-centered-cubic spheres
0.10 (Part

b),

and

0.01 (Part

c).

The

87

for /"= 0.10 at (Tq /

(100) projection

is

D = 0.20 (Part a),

shown.
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APPENDIX A

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR GROWTH OF FLEXIBLY
BRANCHED
program burst
implicit none

real pi,dbead,dbead2,beadave,dist2,pi2,vbead,boxlen,bondl

+

test,genave,realbd,sum4ct
integer beadf,beads,bead,indexl,index2,index3(10),index4(10),

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

g(0:10),ij,k,l,m,ml,n,bind,nn,iseed,imax,hbindex,
bindex,bbead,nsamp,iiseed,sample,genct(10),gen,main
seed(5),runs,samp(5),space(5),max(5),index6(10),'

conbead(35000),conbind(35000),nbx(l 000000),bind'ex3
beadtot.boxd 00,1 00,1 00,8),iter,valind,rotind,bx,

by ,bz,bxt,byt,bzt,nnn,b,numbox(l 00,1 00,1 00),shells,
beadstoCl 0000),raddist(l 0,1 00,1 0000),shelloc,rdst(l

0000000),

distct(10),sum3ct,ststop

double precision x(0:35000),y(0:35000),z(0:35000),cost(10000),

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

sint(l 0000),arg,dran,shfac,radsq(0:35000),sum2sq,

beadstd,gener,genstd,gensto(10000),sumlsq,

avedistd 0,1 00),distdev(l 0,1 00),sheldis(l 00),
sphvol(0:100),shelvol(100),volfrac(l 0,100),

bdfracd 0,1 00),bddev(l 0,1 00),volfdev(l 0,1 00),
sum5ct,sum6ct,sum7ct,spdist(10,100),spfrac(10,100),

spddevd 0,1 00),spvfrac(l 0,1 00),spvfdev(l 0,1 00),
spfdevd 0,1 00),r2,r2ave,r2sum(l 0),rdev2,
r2dev(10),aver2(10),devr2(10),

rg2,rg2ave,rg2sum,rgdev2,rg2sto(10,10000),

rg2dev(10),averg2(10),devrg2(10) ,avergsq

equivalence (nbx(l ),numbox(l ,1 ,1 )),(rdst(l ),raddist(l ,1 ,1))
external dran
define constants

parameter(pi=3.1 41 59265358979323,dbead=l .O,bondl=l .2,bindex=l 00,

+
+
+

bbead=5,beadf=3,pi2=2.*pi,bindex3=bindex**3,
vbead=(4./3.)*pi*((dbead/2)**3),dbead2=dbead*dbead,
hbindex=bindex/2,shells=107)

partition space into concentric shells centered about configuration al
center of molecule for density profile calculation

boxlen=((bbead*vbead)/.74)**(l./3.)
shfac=((2.*((bindex*boxlen)**2))**0.5)/(float(shells)*2.)
sphvol(0)=0.

do230i=l,100
sheldis(i)=float(i)*shfac
sphvol(i)=(4./3.)*pi*(sheldis(i)**3)

89

)

shelvol(i)=sphvol(i)-sphvol(i.l)

230 continue

c

make

sin

and

cos tables

dolOi=lAOOOO
arg^i*(pi2/10000.)
cost(i)=dcos(arg)

sint(i)=dsin(arg)

10 continue
c
c

read run parameters from param.in: initial seed,
number of samples
maximum trials to place bead, # beads per branch (P 1)
read(60,*)runs
do 20 i=l,runs
read(60,*)seed(i),samp(i),max(i),space(i)

20 continue
c

main

loop

do 30 main=l,runs
iseed=seed(main)

nsamp=samp(main)
beads=space(main)

imax=max(main)
iiseed=iseed
c

establish connectivity array for starburst
g(0)=0
g(l )=beadPbeads+l

index2=beadf*(beads+l

do40n=1^0
index3(n)=beadP((beadf-l)**(n-l))
if (n.eq.l)goto

40

g(n)=g(n-l)+beadP((beadf-l)**(n-2))*(l+beads*(beadf-l))
index4(n)=beadP((beadf-l)**(n-2))

40

index6(n)=beadP((beadf-l)**(n-l))
continue

n=l
bead=0
do 60 i=l,beadf

bead=bead+l

90

conbead(bead)=bead
conbindCbead)=g(0)

60

continue

indexl=bead+l
do 70 j=indexl,index2
bead=bead+l
conbead(bead)=bead
conbind(bead)=bead-index3(n)
70

continue

do

80n=2A0
do 81 k=l^dex4(n)
bind=g(n-l)+k-l
do 82 l=l^adf-l
bead=bead+l
conbead(bead)=bead
conbind(bead)=bind

82
81

continue

continue

do 83 m=l,beads
do84nn=l,index6(n)
bead=bead+l
bind=bead-index6(n)
conbead(bead)=bead
conbind(bead)=bead-index6(n)

84
83
80

continue

continue

continue

initialize

data arrays

do 50 i=l,10
genct(i)=0
distct(i)=0

r2suni(i)=0.

r2dev(i)=0.

rg2sum(i)=0.
rg2dev(i)=0.

50

continue

do 55

i=l, 10000000

rdst(i)=0

55

continue

sample loop
do 90 sample=l^samp
initializations

bead=0

x(0)=0.

y(0)=0.
z(0)=0.

dol00i=l,bindex3
nbx(i)=0

100

continue

numbox(hbindex,hbindex,hbindex)=l
box(hbindex,hbindex,hbindex,l)=0
radsq(0)=0.
c

c

KSAW

algorithm begins here

determine bead connectivity
110

bead=bead+l
bind=conbindCbead)
iter=0

c

Kuhn

take one

120

step

valind=int(dran(iseed)*5000)+l
rotind=int(dran(iseed)*l 0000)+l
x(bead)=x(bind)+bondl*sint(valind)*cost(rotind)

y(bead)=yCbind)+bondl*sint(valind)*sint(rotind)
z(bead)=z(bind)+bondl*cost(valind)
c

excluded volume test
bx=int(x(bead)/boxlen)
if ((bx.le.O).and.(x(bead).lt.O))

then

bx=bx-l
endif
by=int(y(bead)/boxlen)
if ((by.le.O).and.(y(bead).lt.O))

then

by=by-l
endif

bz=int(zCbead)^oxlen)
if ((bz.le.O).and.(zCbead).lt.O))

then

bz=bz-l

endif

bx=bx+hbindex
by=by+hbindex
bz=bz+hbindex
dol30k=-l,l
bxt=bx+k
if (Cbxt.lt.O).or.(bxt.gt.bindex))

goto 130

dol311=-lA
hyt=by+l
if ((byt.lt.O).or.(byt.gt.bindex)) goto

131

dol32m=-l,l
bzt:bz+m
if ((bzt.lt.O).or.(bzt.gt.bindex))

goto 132

do 133 nnn=l^umbox(bxt,byt,bzt)
b=box(bxt,byt,bzt,nnn)

92

)

)

dist2=(x(bead)-x(b))**2 + (y(bead)-yCb))**2
+

+

(z(bead)-z(b))**2

if(dist2.]t.dbead2) then
iter=iter+l
if (iter.gt.imax)

then

goto 140
else

goto 120

endif
endif

133
132

continue

continue

131

continue

130
c

continue

bead placement

is

successful then

.

.

.

nnn=numbox(bx,by,bz)+l
numbox(bx,by,bz)=nnn
boxCbx,by,bz,nnn)=bead
c.

.

.

store each

bead position

radsqCbead)=x(bead)**2 + y(bead)**2 + zCbead)**2

goto 110

c

end of

KSAW

algorithm

c

growth terminated

c

calculate size (in generations)

140

to to

branch end frustration

so

dol50i=ia0
j=(bead-l )-(g(i)+index3(i)-l
if(j.lt.O)

goto 160

150

continue

160

gen=i-l

genct(gen)=genct(gen)+l
beadsto(sample)=bead
dol65i=l,10
test=float(bead-l )-float(g(i)-index3(i)-l
if(test.lt.0)gotol66

165
166

continue
gensto(sample)=gen4-(float(bead-l)-float(g(gen)+index3(gen)-l))/

+

float(g(i)+index3(i)-g(gen)-index3(gen))

c store

intramolecular density profile

do201k=l,gen
m=g(k)+index3(k)-l

93

n=distct(k)+l
distx:tCk)=n

do 202 ]=0,m
shelloc=int(((radsq(l)**.5)/shfac)*
-^02

201
c

999)+l

raddist(k,shelloc,n)=raddist(k,shelloc,n)+l
continue

continue

determine location of branch ends of
each generation
do 240 i=l,gen
r2=0.

do 241 k=l,index3(i)
m=g(i)+k-l

r2=r2+radsq(m)
241

continue

r2ave=r2/noat(index3(i))

r2sum(i)=r2sum(i)+r2ave
rdev2=0.

do 242 l=l,index3(i)
m=g(i)+l-l

rdev2=rdev2+(radsq(m)-r2ave)**2

242

240
c

continue
r2dev(i)=r2dev(i)+(rdev2/noat(index3(i)-l))
continue

determine the radius of gyration of the dendrimer
do 440 i=l,gen
rg2=0.
n=distct(i)+l
distct(i)=n

nil=g(i)+index3(i)-l

do441k=0,ml
do 442 l=OJt-l
rg2=rg2+(x(k)-x(l))**2+(y(k)-y(l))**2

+
442
441

+(z(k)-za))**2

continue

continue
rg2sto(i,n)=rg2/(float(ml +1 ))**2

440

90

continue

continue

c

end of sample loop

c

determine average location of the branch ends (with standard

c

deviation)

do245i=l,10
if (distct(i).eq.O)

goto 245

aver2(i)=r2sum(i)/float(distct(i))
devr2(i)=(r2dev(i)**.5)/float(distct(i))
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245

continue

c calculate

average radius of gyration (with
standard deviation)

do445i=l,10
rg2sum=0.
do 448j=l,distct(i)
rg2sum=rg2suTn+rg2sto(ij)

448

continue
if (distct(i).eq.O)

goto 445

averg2(i)=rg2suni/float(distct(i))

445

continue

do 446 i=l,10
if (distct(i).eq.O)

goto 446
avergsq=averg2(i)

do 447j=l,distct(i)

447

rg2dev(i)=rg2dev(i)+(avergsq-rg2sto(ij))**2
continue
if (distct(i).eq.l)

goto 246

devrg2(i)=(rg2dev(i)/float(distct(i)-l))**.5

446
c

continue

determine average growth attained (with standard
deviation)
beadtot=0

gener=0.
do 174 i=l^samp
beadtot=beadtot+beadsto(i)

174

gener=gener+gensto(i)
continue
beadave=float(beadtot)/float(nsamp)

genave=gener/float(nsamp)

sumlsq=0.
sum2sq=0.
do 175 i=l,nsamp

suml sq=suml sq+(beadsto(i)-beadave)**2
sum2sq=sum2sq+(gensto(i)-genave)**2

175

continue

beadstd=(sumlsq/float(nsaTnp-l))**.5
genstd=(sum2sq/float(nsamp-l))**.5
c

calculate discretized density profile (with standard deviation)

do210i=l,10
do211j=l,100
sum3ct=0
do 212k=l,distct(i)
sum3ct=sum3ct+raddist(ij,k)

212

continue
if(distct(i).eq.O) goto

211

avedist(ij)=float(sum3ct)/float(distct(i))

211

continue
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210

continue

do 220 i=l,10
do 221j=l,100
sum4ct=0.
do 222 k=l,distct(i)
sum4ct=sum4ct+(float(raddist(ij,k))-avedist(ii))**2
continue

222

if (distct(i).eq.l)

goto 221

distdev(ij)=(sum4ct/float(distct(i)-l))** 5

221

continue

220
c

continue

output section
write(61,600)

number of samples:',nsaTnp
write(61 ,*)'initial seed:',iiseed
write(61 ,*)'maximuni iterations:*,imax

write(61,*)

write(61,*)'bead diameter:',dbead
write(61,*)'bond length:',bondl

write(61,*yspacer length :',beads
write(61,*)'growth distribution:*
write(61,*)'

g #

samp

<r*r>

dev <rg*rg>

dev

do 170 i=l,10
write(61,620)i,genct(i),distct(i),aver2(i),devr2(i),

+
170

averg2(i),devrg2(i)

continue

write(61,*)'average generation',genave,
\genstd
write(61,*)'average number of beads' ,beadave; +- \beadstd

do 300 i=l,10
write(61 ,*) generational
goto 300
k=g(i)+index3(i)

if (distct(i).eq.O)

write(61,*ytotal

monomers

in generation*,k

write(61,*)'samples attaining generation', distct(i)
write(61,*)'average distributions per shell'
write(61,*)'shellrad. dist. ave. #

+

dev
do301j=l,100
sh.b.f.

sh.v.f

bd

dev

dev'

volfrac(ij)=(avedist(iJ)*vbead)/shelvol(j)

volfdev(ij)=(vbead/shelvol(j))*distdev(ij)
bdfrac(ij)=avedist(ij)/float(k)

bddev(ij)=distdev(ij)/float(k)
if

(avedist(ij).lt.0.0000001) then

ststop=j-l

goto 302

endif
write(61,610)j,sheldis(j),avedist(ij),distdev(ij),

+

bdfrac(iJ),bddev(iJ),volfrac(ij),
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+

volfdev(ij)

301

continue

302

suin4ct=0.

sum5ct=0.
siini6ct=0.

sum7ct=0.
do 311j=l,100

sum4ct=sum4ct+avedist(ij)
sum5ct=sum5ct+bdfTac(iJ)
sum6ct=sum6ct+distdev(ij)**2
sum7ct=suni7ct+bddev(ij)**2
spdist(ij)=sum4ct
spfrac(ij)=sxim5ct

spddev(ij)=sum6ct**.5
spfdev(ij)=sum7ct**.5
spvfrac(iJ)=(sum4ct*vbead)/sphvol(j)
spvfdev(ij)=(sum6ct**.5)*(vbead/sphvol<j))
continue

311

write(61,*)
write(61,*)

write(61,*y average distributions per sphere'
write(61,*)'sphere radius
ave. # bd
dev

+

sp.b.f.

dev

sp.v.f

dev'

do 321 j=l,ststop
write(61,610)j,sheldis(j),spdist(ij),spddev(ij),

+
+

spfTac(iJ),spfdev(ij),spvfTac(ij),
spvfdev(ij)

321

continue

300

continue
call flush (61)

30
c

continue

end of run loop

600 formate/////)
610 forniat(i3,2x,7(lx,ell.5))
620 forniat(5x,i2,5x,i5,5x,i5,4x,2(ao.5,fl0.5))
stop

end
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APPENDIX B

FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR MINIMIZATION OF
FREE ENERGY

MICRODOMAINS

F(

program sph
c

This program minimizes the free energy

c

for spherical

c

microdomains

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

parameter (nshelll=2)
dimension a(nshelll),xi(nshelll,nshelll),xsto(50)
dimension coiint(l 0000,5),tkp(l 0000,6)
integer*4 ichis(50)

common

/blocO/ f,chin,chin2,fo,thrcff,fthcff,duml,dum2,

dum3,dum4,dum6

+

common /blocl/ pi,ii
common /blocl a/ tkp,count
common /bloc3/ xsto
c

function •'bgam4" calculates the vertex function
external

c
c

c

4

bgam4

subroutine "setvec" determines the set of reciprocal lattice vectors
characterizing the microphase
call

c

gamma

setvecO

subroutine "coefset" initializes variables for the calculation of
the vertex functions
call coefsetO

c set

up run parameters
pi=4.0d0*datan(1.0d0)

dum6=4.d0*pi*pi
ichis(50)=50

do5k=50,50,-l
xxx=xstoGc)
fo=dfloat(k)/100.0d0

duml=l.dO/fo
dum2=l,d0/(l.d0-fo)

dum3=duml *duml
dum4=dum2 *dum2
c

subroutine "coeff calculates the vertex function
*

call coeflR;fo,xxx,thrcf?)

98

gamma

3

)

c

subroutine "bgam4" calculates the
vertex function
qqq=dsqrt(6.0d0*xxx)
flhcfiF=bgam4(qqq,qqq,0.0d0,fo)

c initialize

variational parameters rg/a and
sig/d

rga=0.2364d0
sigd=0.1083d0
a(l)=rga
a(2)=sigd
i=0

itmax=200
c initialize

chi*N and

its

increment

(or

decrement)

chin=dfloat(ichis(k))

dinc=10.0dO
c

chi*N loop

9999

continue
doji=l,nshelll
doij=l,nshelll
xi(jijj)=O.OdO

enddo
xi(jiji)=1.0d0

enddo
chin=chin+dinc
chin2=chin*2.dO
c

output parameters
write(92,*)'shells=',ii
write(92,*)'f=',fo

write(92,*)'chin=',chin

write(92,*)'N*gamma 3=',thrcff
write(92,*)'N*gamma 4=',flhcff
call flush(92)

c

minimization algorithm "powell" see text

for details

n=nshelll
flol=1.0d-5

np=nshelll
call powell(a,xi,n,np,flol,iter,itmax,iflag,fret)

c

output minimized free energy variational parameters
write(92,*)'iterations of

POWELL=',iter

write(92,*)'delw=',fret

write(92,*)'a/Rg=',l .OdO/a(l

99

write(92,*)'siga=',a(2)

write{92 *)
call flush(92)

c

run termination conditions
i=i+l

if(i.gt.l0)goto5
if (iflag.gt.O)

goto 5

goto 9999

5

continue
stop

end
c

subroutine setvecO
c

routine sets up the set of reciprocal lattice vectors
based on desired convergence

c this
c

c

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
integer*4 diml ,dini2,dim3,dim4,dim5
*
*

+

*
*

+

*
*

+

*

*

+

*
*

+

*
*

+

+
+
+
+
+
+

parameter (rmax2=13.01d0,diml=276,dim2=10,dim3=1173,
dim4=10,dim5=3605)
parameter (rmax2=27.01d0,diml=3969,dim2=10,dim3=65149,
dim4=10,dim5=l 63069)
parameter (rmax2=40.01d0,diml=11922,dim2=10,dim3=329953
dim4=10,dim5=836738)
parameter (rmax2=45.01d0,diml=15248,dim2=10,dim3=490907,
dim4=10,dim5=1191961)
parameter (rmax2=50.01d0,diml=22774,dim2=10,dim3=891543,
dim4=10,dim5=2170198)
parameter (rmax2=60.01d0,diml =3581 8,dim2=10,dim3=l 749480,
dim4=10.0d0,dim5=4253957)
dimension tk(10000,4),g(3,3),count(10000,5),tkp(l 0000,6)
dimension checl (4),chec2(4),chec4(4)
dimension testa(3),testb(3),testc(3),testd(3)
integer*4 icount,ii,mcount
integer*2 nal (diml ),mal (diml ),lal (diml ),
na2(dim2),ma2(dim2),la2(dim2),
na3(dim3),ma3(dim3),la3(dim3),ka3(dim3),
na4(dim4),ma4(dim4),la4(dim4),ka4(dim4),
na5(dim5),ma5(dim5),la5(dim5),ka5(dim5),
degl (diml ),deg2(dim2),deg3(dim3),deg4(dim4),
deg5(dim5)

common
+

/blocO/ f,chin,chin2,fo,thrcff,fthcff,duml,dum2,

dum3,dum4,dum6

common /blocl/ pi,ii
common /blocl a/ tkp.count
common ^loc2/ nal,mal,lal,na2,ma2,la2,na3,ma3,la3,ka3,

100

+
+

"a4,ma4,la4,ka4,na5,ma5,la5,ka5,icl,ic2 ic3
ic4,ic5,degl,deg2,deg3,deg4,deg5

data icount,ii/0,0/
data (count(k,2),k=l ,10000)/! 0000*1
c

determine basis vectors

'

'

.dO/

in reciprocal space

g(l,l)=l.dO
g(l,2)=1.0dO
g(l,3)=0.d0
g(2,l)=0.d0
g(2,2)=l.d0

g(2,3)=l.d0
g(3,l)=l.d0

g(3,2)=0.d0
g(3,3)=l.d0
c

generate vector set

imaxl=80
k=l
do 140 j=-imaxl,imaxl
do 160 kk=-imaxl,imaxl
do 180 ii=-imaxl,imaxl

+

(j.eq.O))

if((ii.eq.O).and.(kk.eq.O).and.
goto 180

tk(k,l)=j*g(l,l)+ kk*g(2,l) +ii*g(3,l)
tk(k,2)=j*g(l,2)+ kk*g(2,2) +ii*g(3,2)
tk(k,3)=j*g(l,3)+ kk*g(2,3) +ii*g(3,3)

tk(k,4)=tk(k,l)**2 +tk(k,2)**2 +tk(k,3)**
ifttk(k,4)

.le.

rmax2) then

icount=icount+l

k=k+l
endif

180
160
140

continue

continue
continue

c sort

do 213 i=l,icount
tmin=tk(i,4)

do 987j=l,i-l
ifTtmin.lt.tk(j,4))

then

tjl=tk(j,l)
tj2=tk(j,2)

tj3=tka,3)
tj4=tk(j,4)
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tk(j,l)=tk(i,l)

tk(j.2)=tk(i,2)
tk(j,3)=tk(i,3)

tk(j,4)=tk(i,4)
tk(i,l)=tjl

tk(i,2)=tj2

tk(i,3)=tj3

tk(i,4)=tj4

987
213
c

endif
continue

continue

partition vector set into "shells"

mcount=0
do 123 i=l,icount
txi=tk(i,l)
tyi=tk(i,2)
tzi=tk(i,3)

tpp=tk(i,4)

do 321 j=l,mcount
test2=dabs(txi+tkp(j,l))

test3=dabs(tyi+tkp(j,2))
test4=dabs(tzi+tkp(j,3))
ifltpp.ne.tkp(j,4)) goto 321
ifTtest3

.It.

0.01 dO) then

ifrtest4

.It.

0.01 dO) then

if);test2

.It.

0.01 dO) then

goto 123

endif
endif
endif
321

continue

mcount=mcount+l

123

tkp(mcount,l )=txi
tkp(mcount,2)=tyi
tkp(mcount,3)=tzi
tkp(mcount,4)=tpp
continue
ii=0

do 207 j=l,mcount
tcx=dabs(tkp(j,l))
tcy=dabs(tkp(j,2))
tcz=dabs(tkp(j,3))
tcc=dabs(tkp(j,4))

do 220

i=l,ii

test=dabs(tcc-count(i,l))
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ifltest.gt.0.01) goto

220

lq=0
lg=0
tl=dabs(tcx-count(i,3))
t2=dabs(tcy-count(i,3))
t3=dabs(tcz-count(i,3))

t4=dabs(tcx-count(i,4))
t5=dabs(tcy-count(i,4))
t6=dabs(tcz-count(i,4))
ifltl.lt.O.Ol) lq=l
iflt2.1t.0.01) lq=l
if);t3.1t.0.01)

lq=l

if)[t4.1t.0.01)

lg=l

iflt5.1t.0.01) lg=l
iflt6.1t.0.01) lg=l

ifdq.eq.l .and. Ig.eq.l) then
coiint(i,2)=count(i,2)+l.d0
goto 207

endif
220

continue
ii=ii+l

count(ii,l)=tcc
coiint(ii,3)=tcx

count(ii,4)=tcy
count(ii,5)=tcz

207
c

continue

write final vector set
write(92,*) 'icount=',icount,'ii=',ii
write(92,*) 'incount=',mcount

do 807 i=l,icount
write(92,2007) tk(i,l ),tk(i,2),tk(i,3),tk(i,4)
2007
807

formate ',2x,f6.2,3x,f6.2,3x,f6.2,3x,f7.2)
continue
write(92,*)
do 606 i=l,mcount
write(92,201 7) tkp(i,l),tkp(i,2),tkp(i,3),tkp(i,4),
'

1

2017
606

•

tkp(i,5),tkp(i,6)

formate ',2x,f6.2,3x,fB.2,3x,f6.2,3x,f7.2,3x,el0.3,3x,el0.3)
continue
write(92,*)

'

'

do 907 i=l,ii
write(92,4007) count(i,3),count(i,4),count(i,5),count(i,l),count(i,2)
4007
907

formate ',2x,n.3,3x,f7.3,3x,n.3,3x,f7.3,3x,n.3)
continue

c

the following section determines sets of vectors satisfying delta function

c

condition for

gamma

3:

kl+k2+k3=0 and

for
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gamma

4:

kl+k2+k3+k4=0

)

icl=0
ic2=0
ic3=0
ic4=0
ic5=0

do i=l .diml
nal(i)=0

mal(i)=0
lal(i)=0

degl(i)=2

enddo
do i=l,diTn2
na2(i)=0

ma2(i)=0
la2(i)=0

deg2(i)=2

enddo
do i=l,dim3
na3(i)=0

ma3(i)=0
la3(i)=0

ka3(i)=0
deg3(i)=6

enddo
do i=l ,dim4
na4(i)=0

ma4(i)=0
la4(i)=0

ka4(i)=0
deg4(i)=6

enddo
do i=l ,dim5
na5(i)=0

ma5(i)=0
la5(i)=0

ka5(i)=0
deg5(i)=8

enddo

do 100 n=l,mcount
do 200 in=n,mcount
checl (l)=tkp(n,l )+tkp(m,l

checl(2)=tkp(n,2)+tkp(m,2)

checl (3)=tkp(n,3)+tkp(m,3)

do 400 l=l,mcount
testad )=dabs(checl (1 )-tkpa,l ))
testa(2)=dabs(checl(2)-tkpa,2))

testa(3)=dabs(checl (3)-tkpa,3))
testb(l )=dabs(checl(l)+tkpa,l))

))

testb(2)=dabs(checl(2)+tkp(l,2))
testb(3)=dabs(checl(3)+tkp(l|3))
if):testa(l).lt.0.001.and.testa(2).lt.0.001

+

testa(3).lt.0.001)

and

then

icl=icl+l

nal(icl)=n

mal(icl)=m
lal(icl)=l

(n.eq.m) degl(icl)=l
endif
if

ifltestbCl ).lt.0.001 .and.testb(2).lt.0.001

+

testb(3).lt.0.001)

and

then

ic2=ic2+l

na2(ic2)=n

ma2(ic2)=m
Ia2(ic2)=l
if (n.eq.m)

deg2(ic2)=l

endif

400
200
100

continue

continue

continue

do 1001 n=l,mcount
do 2001 m=n,mcount
checl (1 )=tkp(n,l )+tkp(m,l

checl(2)=tkp(n,2)+tkp(m,2)
checl (3)=tkp(n,3)+tkp(m,3)

do 4001 ]=m,mcount
chec2(l )=checl (1 )+tkpa,l

chec2(2)=checl (2)+tkp(l,2)
chec2(3)=checl (3)+tkp(l,3)

do 900 k=l .mcount

testad )=dabs(chec2(l )-tkp(k,l ))
testa(2)=dabs(chec2(2)-tkp(k,2))
testa(3)=dabs(chec2(3)-tkp(k,3))

testbCl )=dabs(chec2(l )+tkp(k,l ))

testb(2)=dabs(chec2(2)+tkpCk,2))
testb(3)=dabs(chec2(3)+tkp(k,3))

if(testa(l).lt.0.001.and.testa(2).lt.0.001.and.

+

testa(3).lt.0.001)

then

ic3=dc3+l

na3(ic3)=n

ma3(ic3)=m
Ia3(ic3)=l

ka3(ic3)=k
if ((n.eq.m). or.(m.eq.l).or.(n.eq.l))

+

deg3(ic3)=3
if ((n.eq.m).and.(m.eq.l))
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+

deg3(ic3)=l

endif
if);testb(l).lt.0.001.and.testb(2).lt.O

+

001 and

testb(3).lt.0.001)then
ic4=ic4-»-l

na4(ic4)=n

ma4(ic4)=m
Ia4(ic4)=l

ka4(ic4)=k
if ((n.eq.m).or.(m,eq.l),or.(n.eq.l))

+

deg4(ic4)=3
if ((n.eq.m).and.(m.eq.l))

+

deg4(ic4)=l

endif

900

continxie

4001

2001
1001

continue
continue

continue

do 1002 n=l,mcount
do 2002 l=n,mcount
do 4002 ni=l,mcount
chec4(l)=tkp(n,l)+tkpa,l)-tkp(m,l)

chec4(2)=tkp(n,2)+tkpa,2)-tkp(m,2)
chec4(3)=tkp(n,3)+tkpa,3)-tkp(Tn,3)

do 9002 k=m,mcount
if(n.gt.m) goto

9002

testdd )=dabs(chec4(l )-tkp(k,l ))
testd(2)=dabs(chec4(2)-tkp(k,2))
testd(3)=dabs(chec4(3)-tkp(k,3))
ifltestd(l).lt.0.001.and.testd(2).lt.0.001.and.

+

testd(3),lt0.001)then
ic5=ic5+l

na5(ic5)=n

ma5(ic5)=m
Ia5(ic5)=l

ka5(ic5)=k
if ((n.eq.m).or.(n.eq.l).or.(m.eq.k))

+

deg5(ic5)=4

((n.eq.m).and.(m.eq.k)) deg5(ic5)=l
endif

if

9002
4002

continue

continue

2002
continue
1002 continue
return

end

function func(a)
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c

our free energy functional

c

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

integer*4 diml ,dim2,dim3,dim4,dim5

parameter (nshell=:6,diml=276,dim2=10,dim3=1173

*
*

+

*

parameter (nshell=15,diml=3969,dim2=10,dim3=65149
+
dim4=10,dim5=l 63069)
parameter (nshell=24,diml =1 1 922,dim2=l 0,dim3=329953
+
dim4=10,dim5=836738)
parameter (nshell=26,diml =1 5248,dim2=l 0,dim3=490907
+
dim4=10,dim5=H91961)
parameter (nshell=31,diml=22774,dim2=10,dim3=891543
dim4=10,dim5=21 70198)
+
dimension aa(nshell),a(2)
dimension count(l 0000,5),tkp(l 0000,6)
integer*2 nal (diml ),mal (diml ),lal (diml),

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

dim4=10,dim5=3605)

+
+
+
+
+
+

na2(dim2),ma2(dim2),la2(dim2),
na3(dim3),ma3(dim3),la3(dim3),ka3(dim3),
na4(dim4),ma4(dim4),la4(dim4),ka4(dim4),
na5(dim5),ma5(dim5),la5(dim5),ka5(dim5),
degl(diml),deg2(dim2),deg3(dim3),deg4(dim4),
deg5(dim5)

common
+

^locO/ f,chin,chin2,fo,thrcff,fthcff,duml,dum2,

dum3,dum4,dum6

common /blocl/ pi,ii
common /blocl a/ tkp,count
common /bloc2/ nal,mal,lal,na2,ma2,la2,na3,ma3,la3,ka3,
+
+

c

na4,ma4,la4,ka4,na5,ma5,la5,ka5,icl ,ic2,ic3,
ic44c5,degl,deg2,deg3,deg4,deg5

parameterization
constl=2.0d0/(pi*pi)

const2=(3.0d0*pi*pi*fo)**(1.0d0/3.0d0)

do 667

i=l,ii

ak=dsqrt(count(i,l ))

ak3=ak*ak*ak
terml=dexp(-(2.0d0*pi*pi*a(2)*a(2)*count(i,l)))

term2a=dsin(const2*ak)/ak3
term2b=(const2*dcos(const2*ak))/coiint(i,l)
aa(i)=constl *(terml *(term2a-term2b))

667

continue

1=0

do 447 i=14i
jj=count(i,2)

do547j=ljj
1=1+1

tkpa,5)=aa(i)

547

continue
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)

447

continue

evaluate second order contribution

c

dingta=0.dO
do 610j=l,ii
z=dum6*count(j,l )*a(l )*a(l
varl=fo*z
var2=(l.d0-fo)*z

var3=2.d0/(z*z)
gl 1 =var3*(z+dexp(-z)-l .dO)

glf=var3*(varl +dexp(-varl )-l .dO)
gllf=var3*(var2+dexp(-var2)-l.d0)

var4=glPgllf
var5=gll-glf-gllf
var6=0.25d0*((var5)**2)
fz=gl l/(var4-var6)
dingta=dingta+((aa(j)*aa(j))*count(j,2)*(chin2-fz))

610
c

continue

third order contribution

term2=0.0d0
do9110i=l,ic2
n=na2(i)

in=ma2(i)
l=la2(i)

tl=tkp(n,5)*tkp(m,5)*tkp(l,5)*deg2(i)

term2=term2+tl

9110 continue

sumnmb=term2
terml=O.OdO
do9100i=l,icl
n=nal(i)

m=mal(i)
l=lal(i)

tl=tkp(n,5)*tkp(m,5)*tkp(l,5)*degl(i)

terml=terml+tl

9100 continue

sumnma=terml
c

fourth order contribution

term4=0.0d0
do 9130 i=l,ic4
n=na4(i)

m=ma4(i)
l=la4(i)

k=ka4(i)
tl=tkp(n,5)*tkp(m,5)*tkp(l,5)*tkp(k,5)*deg4(i)

term4=term4+tl
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9130 continue
sunmlb=term4
term3=0.0d0
do 9120 i=l,ic3
n=na3(i)

Tn=ma3(i)
l=la3(i)

k=ka3(i)
tl=tkp(n,5)*tkp(Tn,5)*tkp(l,5)*tkp(k,5)*deg3(i)

temi3=term3+tl

9120 continue
sunmla=term3
term5=0.0d0
do 9140 i=l,ic5
n=na5(i)

Tn=ma5(i)
l=la5(i)

k=ka5(i)
tl=tkp(n,5)*tkp(m,5)*tkp(l,5)*tkp(k,5)*deg5(i)

term 5=term 5+ tl

9140 continue
sunmld=term5
c total free

energy

is

"delw"

second=-0.25d0*dingta
third=-(thrcff/24.dO)*(3.dO*suninma+suTnnTnb)
fourth=(fthcff/192.d0)*(4.d0*sunmla+sunmlb+3.0d0*sunmld)
delw=second+third+fourth
func=delw
return

end
subroutine coefsetO
routine contains the values of x* at a given f needed for
c the evaluation of the vertex functions gamma 3 and gamma 4
c this

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

dimension xsto(50)

common

/bloc3/xsto

xsto(50)= 3.78523565087309d0

xsto(49)= 3.78580057253090d0
xsto(48)= 3.78749687183641d0

xsto(47)= 3.79033032622507d0
xsto(46)= 3.79431 041 682828d0
xsto(45)= 3.79944998037243d0

xsto(44)= 3.8057667921 7450d0
xsto(43)= 3.813281 79515278d0
xsto(42)= 3.822021 0733451 OdO
xsto(41)= 3.83201 498904534d0
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xsto(40)= 3.84329901329975d0
xsto(39)= 3.85591392855799d0
xst»(38)= 3.86990645525848d0
xsto(37)= 3.88532930253538d0
xsto(36)= 3.9022425941 3362d0
xsto(35)= 3.92071388236421d0
xsto(34)= 3.94081966285865d0
xsto(33)= 3.96264546183077d0
xsto(32)= 3.986287731 84120d0
xsto(31)= 4.01185565806785d0
xsto(30)= 4.03947165204267d0
xsto(29)= 4.0692745536431 IdO
xsto(28)= 4.10142114974081d0
xsto(27)= 4.13608934074526d0
xsto(26)= 4.17348262980211d0
xsto(25)= 4.21383220568839d0
xsto(24)= 4.2574042059461 8d0
xstx)(23)=

4.30450544735960d0
xsto(22)= 4.355491 16847729d0
xsto(21)= 4.41077556502778d0
xsto(20)= 4.4708448235341 9d0
xsto(19)= 4.5362734050321 9d0
xsto{18)= 4.60774567297788d0
xsto(17)= 4.68608457072686d0
xsto(16)= 4.77228940459040d0
xsto(15)= 4.86758803574750d0
xsto(14)= 4.97350844282063d0
xsto(13)= 5.09198131324253d0
xsto(12)= 5.2254859001 1369d0
xsto(ll)= 5.37727405878281 do
xsto(10)= 5.551 7050264061 OdO
xsto( 9)= 5.75479308063439d0
xsto( 8)= 5.99511094548983d0
xsto( 7)= 6.28539950728785d0
xsto( 6)= 6.64560185198259d0
xsto( 5)= 7.10913103415920d0
xsto( 4)= 7.73740402571 831 do
xsto( 3)= 8.65955818687532d0
xsto( 2)=10.21265500067488d0
xsto( l)=13.74625491500104d0
return

end
subroutine
c this

coef!tf,x,thrcff)

routine calculates

N*gamma

3

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

dimension sinv(2,2),g31(2,2,2),g4(2,2,2,2)
dimension fthcum(2,2,2,2),g30(2,2,2)

varl=f*x
var2=(l.d0-f)*x
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var3=dexp(-varl)
var4=dexp(-var2)
var5=l.d0/(x*x)
var6=l.d0/(x*x*x)
var7=l.d0/(x*x*x*x)

glfx=2.d0*var5*(varl+var3-l .dO)
gllfx=2.d0*var5*(var2+var4-l.d0)
gllx=2.d0*var5*(x+(dexp(-x))-l.d0)

8llx=glfx
si 2x=0.5d0*(gl 1 x-glfx-gl Ifx)
s21x=sl2x
s22x=gllfx
Sinv(l,l)=s22x/((sllx*s22x)-(sl2x*sl2x))
Sinv(l,2)=-sl2x/((sllx*s22x)-(sl2x*sl2x))
8inv(2,l)=:sinv(l,2)

8inv(2,2)=sllx/((sllx*s22x)-(sl2x*sl2x))

g2f0=(0.5d0*(varl**2)-varl+l.d0-var3)*var6
g2fl =((varl *var3)+varl -2.d0+(2.d0*var3))*var6

g3f0=var2*(varl+var3-l.d0)*var6
g3fl=(l.d0-var4)*var6*(l.d0-(varl*var3)-var3)
g4f0=(l .d0-var4)*var6*(varl -1 .d0+var3)
g21f0=(0.5d0*(var2**2)-var2+l.d0-var4)*var6
g21fl=((var2*var4)+var2-2.d0+(2.d0*var4))*var6
g31f0=varl *var6*(var2+var4-l .dO)
g31 fl =(1 .d0-var3)*var6*(l .d0-(var2*var4)-var4)
g41f0=(l.d0-var3)*var6*(var2-l.d0+var4)
g30(l ,1 ,1 )=2.dO*(2.dO*g2fO+g2fl)
g30(l,l,2)=2.d0*g3ft)
g30(l,2,l)=g4ft)+g3fl

g30(2,l,l)=g30(l,2,l)

g30(2,2,2)=2.d0*(2.d0*g21ft)+g21fl)
g30(2,2,l)=2.d0*g31fl)

g30(2,l,2)=g41fD+g3m
g30(l,2,2)=g30(2,l,2)

g31(l,l,l)=6.d0*g2fl
g31(l,l,2)=2.d0*g3fl
g31(l,2,l)=g31(l,l,2)
g31(2,l,l)=g31(l,l,2)

g31(2,2,2)=6.d0*g21fl

g31(2,2,l)=2.d0*g3m
g31(2,l,2)=g31(2,2,l)

g31(l,2,2)=g31 (2,2,1)

flf0=(0.5d0*(varl**2)-varl*var3-3.d0*var3-2.d0*varl+3.d0)*var7
f2ft)=(l.d0-var4)*var7*(2.d0*var3+varl*var3-2.d0+varl)
f3f0=glfx/2.d0
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*var2+3.d0)*var7

thrcfr=0.dO
do 200 i=l,2
do 210j=l^

do 220 k=l,2
prod3=(sinv(i,l)-sinv(i,2))*(sinv(j,l)-sinv(j,2))

prod4=prod3*(sinv(k,l)-sinv(k,2))
thrcff=thrcff+(g31 (i J,k)*prod4)
continue
continue
continue

220
210
200

return

end
c

This routine

c

This program calculates the vertex

provided courtesy G. H. Fredrickson

is

function GAMMA4(q,-q,k,-k) and also
c G4_{ijkl)(q,-q,k,-k) and G3_(ijk)(ql,q2,q3)
c

c

c
c
c

G (capital

bg means

g)

,

bgam GAMMA.

The wavevectors are dexpressed in units
The arguments of bgam4 and bg4 are q
I

composition

I

of N^(-l/2)a^{-l}
,

I

k

I

,

I

q-k

I

and the

f.

c

c All functions
c

c
c

c

use double precision (64 bits) numbers. The
choice of the "tol" parameters might depend on the computer
(tol is introduced to avoid precision problems associated
with using a function ftx) rather that its limit fTO)
when x is very small)

c

c
c

c
c

vertex function GAMMA4(q,-q,k,-k)
The first three arguments
are q
k
q-k multiplied by a*sqrt(N)
I

I

,

I

I

,

I

I

function bgam4(q,xk,qmk,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
external bg2,bg3,bg4
real*8 sil(2,2),si2(2,2),si3(2,2),si4(2,2)
real*8 gam4(2,2,2,2)

ql=q
q2=xk

q3=qmk
q4=sqrt(2*ql **2+2*q2**2-q3**2)

q4=q3
c
c first calculate

the inverse structure factors

c

tol=l.d-07
iftdabs(ql).ge.tol) then
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sil(l,l)=bg2(l,l,ql,0
sil(l,2)=bg2(l,2,ql,0
sil(2,l)=sil(l,2)

sil(2,2)=bg2(2,2,ql,f)
call inv2(sil)

else

sil(l,l)=l.
sil(l,2)=l.
sil(2,l)=l.

sil(2,2)=l.

endif
iftdabs(q2).ge.tol) then

si2(l,l)=bg2a,l,q2,0
Si2(l,2)=bg2(l,2,q2,f)
si2(2,l)=si2(l,2)

8i2(2,2)=bg2(2,2,q2,f)
call inv2(si2)

else

si2(l,l)=l.

si2(l,2)=l.
si2(2,l)=l.

8i2(2,2)=l.

endif
ifTdabs(q3).ge.tol) then

si3(l,l)=bg2(l,l,q3,0
si3(l,2)=bg2(l,2,q3,f)
si3(2,l)=si3(l,2)

Si3(2,2)=bg2(2,2,q3,f)
call inv2(si3)

else

8i3(l,l)=l.
8i3(l,2)=l.

8i3(2,l)=l.
8i3(2,2)=l.

endif
ifTdabs(q4).ge.tol) then

Si4(l,l)=bg2(l,l,q4,0
Si4(l,2)=bg2(l,2,q4,f)
si4(2,l)=si4(l,2)

Si4(2,2)=bg2(2,2,q4,0
call inv2(si4)

else

si4(l,l)=l.

si4(l^)=l.
si4(2,l)=l.

si4(2,2)=l.

endif

doli=l,2
dolj=l,2

dolk=l^

do 11=1^
gaTn4(ij,k,l)=0.dO

do2m=l^
do2n=l^
gaTn4(ij,k,l)=gam4(iJ,k,l)+
bg3(ij,m,ql,ql,0.d0,f)*bg3(n,k,l,0.d0,q2,q2,f)+

$
$
$

2

bg3(i,k,m,ql,q2,q4,f)*si4(m,n)*bg3(nj,l,q4,ql,q2,f)+
bg3(i,l,Tn,ql,q2,q3,f)*si3(m,n)*bg3(n,kj,q3,q2,ql',f)

continue
gam4(ij,k,l)=gam4(ij,k,l)-bg4(ij,k,l,ql,q2,q3,f)
continue

1
c

bgam4=0.d0
dolOi=l^
dol0j=l,2

dolOk=l^
do 10 1=1 ,2

bgam4=bgam4+gam4(ij,k,l)

10

$

*(sil(i,l)-sil(i,2))

$

*(sil(j,l)-sil(j,2))

$

*(si2(k,l)-si2(k,2))

$

*(si2a,l)-si2(l,2))

continue
return

end
c

2 points correlation function G2 for ideal
c diblock copolymers, q is the length of the
c wavevector, multiplied by a sqrt(N)
c

c

function bg2(ij,q,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

x=q**2/6.
if(x.eq.0.dO)

then

ifli.eq.l.and.j.eq.l)

bg2=Pf

if[i.eq.l.and.j.eq.2) bg2=f*'(l-f)

if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.l)

bg2=P(l-f)

ifli.eq.2.and.j.eq.2) bg2=(l-f)*(l-f)

return

endif
ff=l-f

if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.l) bg2=2*(f*x+dexp(-f*x)-l)/x**2
ifti.eq.l.and.j.eq.2)

then

bg2=(dexp(-x)-dexp(-f*x)-dexp(-fPx)+l)/x**2
endif

then
bg2=(dexp(-x)-dexp(-Px)-dexp(-fPx)+l)/x**2

ifti.eq.2.and.j.eq.l)

endif
ifti.eq.2.and.j.eq.2) bg2=2*(fPx+dexp(-fF*x)-l)/x**2

return

end
c
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3 points correlation function G3 for ideal
c diblock copolymers. The 3
arguments ql,q2,q3
c are the side lengths of the triangle
formed
c

c

by the 3 wavevectors, multiplied by a*sqrt(N)

c

function bg3(i j,k,ql,q2,q3,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
external fl,f2

xl=ql**2/6.
x2=q2**2/6.
x3=q3**2/6.
c

ifli.eq.l.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.l) then
bg3=2*(a (xl ,x2,0+fl (xl ,x3,f)+fl (x2,x3,f))

return

endif
ifTi.eq.l.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.2) then

bg3=f2(x3,xl ,0+f2(x3,x2,f)
return

endif
ifTi.eq.l.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.l) then

bg3=f2(x2,x3,0+f2(x2,xl ,0
return
endif
ifli.eq.2.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.l) then

bg3=f2(xl ,x2,f)+fi2(xl ,x3,0
return

endif
ff=l-f

ifTi.eq.2.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.2) then

bg3=2*(fl(xl,x2,f!)+fl(xl,x3,flO+a(x2,x3,f!))

return

endif
ifTi.eq.2.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.l) then

bg3=f2(x3,xl ,fD+f2(x3,x2,ff)
return

endif
ifl[i.eq.2.andj.eq.l.and.k.eq.2) then

bg3=f2(x2,x3,ff)+f2(x2,xl ,ff)
return

endif
ifli.eq.l.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.2) then

bg3=f2(xl ,x2,fD+f2(xl ,x3,flD
return

endif
print*,ij,k
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Pause 'G3-

ij,k,

ne

2 ???

1,

return

end

Correlation function G4(q,-q,k,-k) for ideal
diblock copolymers. The three arguments
are q
k
q-k multiplied by a*sqrt(N)
I

I

,

I

I

,

I

I

function bg4(ij,k,l,ql,q2,q3,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
external gl,g2,g3
yl=ql**2/6.
y2=q2**2/6.
y3=q3**2/6.

y4=(2*ql **2+2*q2**2-q3**2)/6.
if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.l) then

bg4=8*gl(yl,0.d0,y2,f)

$

+2*gl (yl ,y4,y 1 ,f)+2*gl (yl ,y3,yl ,f)

$

+4*gl(yl,y4,y2,f)+4*gl(yl,y3,y2,f)

$

+2*gl(y2,y4,y2,f)+2*gl(y2,y3,y2,f)
return

endif
if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.2) then

bg4=2*g2(y2,0.d0,yl ,f)+g2(y2,y3,yl ,f)+g2(y2,y3,y2,f)+

$

g2(y2^4o^l,f)+g2(y2,y4o^,f)

return

endif
if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.l) then

bg4=2*g2(y2,0.d0,yl ,f)+g2(y2,y3,yl ,f)+g2(y2,y3,y2,f)+
$

g2(y2^4o^l,f)+g2(y2,y4o^X)

return

endif
if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.l) then

bg4=2*g2(yl,0.d0.y2,f)+g2(yl,y3,y2,f)+g2(yl,y3,yl,f)+

$

g2(yl^4o^2,f)+g2(yl,y4o^l,f)

return

endif
ifTi.eq.2.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.l) then

bg4=2*g2(yl ,0.d0,y2,f)+g2(yl,y3,y2,f)+g2(yl,y3,yl ,f)+
g2(yl^4o'2,f)+g2(yl,y4^1^

$
return
endif

if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.2) then

bg4=4*g3(y2,0.d0,yl,f)

return
endif
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if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.l) then

bg4=4*g3(yl,0.d0,y2,f)
return
endif

if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.2) then

bg4=g3(yl,y4,yl,f)+g3(yl,y4,y2,f)+g3(y2,y4,yl,f)+g3(y2
y4 y2
return

.

f)/

endif

if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.2) then
bg4=g3(yl ,y3,yl ,f)+g3(yl ,y3.y2,f)+g3(y2,y3,yl

,f)+g3(y2,y3,y2

return

'

f)

endif

if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.l) then
bg4=g3(yl,y4,yl,f)+g3(yl,y4,y2,f)+g3(y2,y4,yl,f)+g3(y2,y4,y2,f)
return

endif

if(i.eq.l.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.l) then
bg4=g3(yl ,y3,yl ,f)+g3(yl .y3,y2,f)+g3(y2,y3,yl ,f)+g3(y2,y3,y2,f)
return

endif
fr=l-f

if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.2) then
bg4=8*gl(yl,0.dO,y2,flE)

$
$
$

+2*gl(yl,y4,yl,fiO+2*gl(yl,y3,yl,flO

+4*gl(yl,y4,y2,ff)+4*gl(yl,y3,y2,fD

+2*gl(y2,y4,y2,ff)+2*gl(y2,y3,y2,flD
return

endif
if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.l) then

bg4=2*g2(y2,0.d0,yl ,f0+g2(y2,y3,yl ,ff)+g2(y2,y3,y2,ff)+

g2(y2^4,yl^+g2(y2^4^,ff)

$
return
endif

if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.l.and.l.eq.2) then

bg4=2*g2(y2,0.d0,yl ,ff)+g2(y2,y3,yl ,ff)+g2(y2,y3,y2,ff)+
g2(y2^4.yl4!)+g2(y2^4,y2^
$
return

endif
if(i.eq.2.and.j.eq.l.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.2) then

bg4=2*g2(yl,0.d0,y2,ff)+g2(yl,y3,y2,fD+g2(yl,y3,yl,ff)+
g2(yl o^4,y2^+g2(yl ^4,yl ,ff)

$
return

endif
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if(i

eq.l.and.j.eq.2.and.k.eq.2.and.l.eq.2) then
bg4=2*g2(yM.d0,y2,ff)+g2(yl,y3,y2,f04.g2(yl.y3,yl,ff)+
$
g2(y 1 ^4,y2,f!)+g2(yl ^4^^! ,ff)
return

endif

Pause 'G4-

ij.k.l

ne

1,

2

???'

retxim

end
c
c

inverts a 2*2 matrix

c

subroutine inv2(s)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 s(2,2)
sll=s(l,l)

sl2=s(l^)
s21=s(2,l)
s22=s(2,2)

det=sll*s22-sl2*s21
ifldet.eq.O)

pause 'Singular Matrix'

det=iydet
s(l,l)=s22*det
s(2,2)=sll*det
s(l,2)=-sl2*det
8(2,1 )=-s21*det

retvim

end
c

function bflx.f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

gll=gll(l.dO,x)
glf=gll(f,x)

gllf=gll(l.-f,x)

bf=gll/(glPgllf-0.25*(gll-glf-gllf)**2)
return

end
c

function bfp(x,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
glf=gll(f,x)

gllf=gll(l.-f,x)

gll=gll(l.dO,x)
gpf=glp(f,x)

gpl=glp(l.dO,x)
gplf=glp(l.-f,x)

gppf=glpp(f,x)

gppl=glpp(l.dO,x)
gpplf=glpp(l.-f,x)

beta=glPgllf-0.25*(gll-glf-gllf)**2
betap=gpPgllf+glPgplf-0.5*(gll-glf-gllf)*(gpl-gpf-gplf)
bfp=gpl/beta-gl 1 *betap/beta**2
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return

end
function bfpp(x,0
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
glf=gll(f,x)

gllf=gll(l..f,x)

gll=gll(l.dO,x)
gpf=glp(f,x)

gpl=glp(l.dO,x)
gplf=glp(l.-f,x)

gppf=glpp(f,x)

gppl=glpp(l.dO,x)
gpplf=glpp(l.-f,x)

beta=glPgllf-0.25*(gll-glf-gllO**2
betap=gpPgllf+glPgplf.0.5*(gll-glf-gllO*(gpl-gpf-gplf)
betapp=gpppgllf+2.*gpf*gplf+glpgppif-0.5*(gpl-gpf-gpi0
**2

-

0.5*(gll-glf-gll0*(gppl-gppf-gpplf)

bfpp=gppl/beta-2.gpl*betap^eta**2+2.*gll*betap**2/beta**3
-glin)etapp/beto**2
return

end
function gll(q,x)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

gll=2.*(q*x+dexp(-q*x)-l.)/x**2
return

end
function glp(q,x)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

glp=-4.*(q*x+dexp(-q*x)-l.)/x**3+2.*(q-q*dexp(-q*x))/x**2
return

end
function glpp(q,x)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

glpp=12.*(q*x+dexp(.q*x)-l.)/x**4-8.*(q-q*dexp(-q*x))/x**3
+2.*q*q*dexp(-q*x)/x**2
return

end
function fl(x,y,0
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

tol=ld-09
ifTdabs(x-y),lt.tol)
iftdabs(z-y).lt.tol)

ifldabs(x).lt.tol)
if);dabs(y).lt.to])

x=y
y=z

x=0.dO
y=0.dO

E=dexp(l.dO)
iflx.eq.0..and.y.eq.O.)

then

fl=P*3/6.
return

endif
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iflx.eq.0..and.y.ne.O.)

fl= y**.3

-

then

l/(dexp(Py)*y**3)

-

{/y**2 + P*2/(2*y)

return

endif
ifTx.ne.0..and.y.eq.O.)

fl= x**-3

-

then
l/(E**(Px)*x**3)

-

f7x**2 + P*2/(2*x)

return

endif
if(x.eq.y)

then

£1=

(x**-3 + Gx**2)fE**(f*x)

2/x**3 +

-

l/(E**(Px)*x**3) + £'x**2
return

endif
fl=

(dexp(-Py)*x**2 - x**2 +
Px**2*y - dexp(-Px)*y**2 + y**2
f*x*y**2)/(x**2*(x - y)*y**2)

-

return

end

function f2(x,y,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
tol=ld-09
iftdabs(x-y).lt.tol)
if;dabs(z-y).lt.tol)
iftdabs(x).lt.tol)
ifTdabs(y).lt.tol)

x=y
y=z

x=0.dO
y=0.dO

E=dexp(l.dO)
ex=dexp(x)
efx=dexp(Px)

efy=dexp(r^)
iftx.eq.C.and.y.eq.O.) then
f2= {**2/2 - {**3/2

return
endif
iftx.eq.0..and.y.ne.O.)

then

e=
-

-(P(-(y**-2) + l/(efy*y**2) + f/y))

-

y**-2 +

l/(efy*y**2) + £/y
return

-

endif
iflx.ne.0..and.y.eq.O.)

-

then

-(l/(ex*x**3)) + l/(efx*x**3)

-

-

efx*(-(l/(ex*x**2)) + f/(ex*x))/x +

-

efx*(-(l/(efx*x**2)) + f7(efx*x))/x
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return
endif
if(x.eq.y)

then

£2=
-

x**-3 + l/(ex*x**3)
£'(ex*x**2)

-

-

1/(E**((1

-

-

f)*x)*x**3)

-

l/(efx*x**3^^ +

fi'(efx*x**2)

return
endif

l/(x**2*y) + l/(ex*x**2*y)
l/(efx*x**2*y) - l/(ex*x*(x

-

-

1/(E**((1

-

y)*y) +
l/(efx*x*(x - y)*y) - l/(efy*x*(x - y)*y) +
E* *(-((! - f)*x) - f*y)/(x*(x - y)*y)
return
-

end

function gl(x,y,z,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
tol=l.d-09
if (dabs(x-y).lt.tol)

x=y

x=z
if (dabs(z-y).lt.tol) y=z
if (dabs(x).lt.tol) x=0.dO
if (dabs(y).lt.tol) y=0.dO
if (dabs(z).lt.tol) z=0.dO
if (dabs(x-z).lt.tol)

fx=f*"x

fy=Py
efx=dexp(-fx)
efy=dexp(-fy)
efz=dexp(-fz)

x3=x**3
y3=y**3
z3=z**3
x2=x**2
y2=y**2
z2=z**2

den=(x2*(x

-

y)*y2*(x

-

z)*z2*(-y + z))

iftden.ne.O.dO) then

gl=
-

-

-

-

(-efz*x3*y2 + x3*y2 +

efe*x2*y3 -x2*y3 f*x3*y2*z +
f*x2*y3*z + efy*x3*z2

-

x3*z2 +

f*x3*y*z2
y3*z2f*x*y3*z2
x2*z3-

-

efe*y3*z2 +

-

efy*x2*z3 +
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f)*x)*x**2*y)

-

f*x2*y*z3 + efx*y2*z3
y2*z3 +

-

Px*y2*z3)/den

-

return

endif
c
c

Singular cases
x=0.
iflx.eq.O.dO) then

ifTy.eq.O.dO.and.z.eq.O.dO) then

gl=f**4/24
return

endif
ifTy.eq.O.dO.and.z.ne.O.dO) then

6 + 6*Pz - 3*P*2*z**2 +
P*3*z**3)/(6*z**4)
return

gl=(6*efz

-

endif
ifty.ne.O.dO.and.z.eq.O.dO) then

gl=(6*efy - 6 + 6*Py - 3*P*2*y**2 +
P*3*y**3)/(6*y**4)
return

endif

then
gl=(-6*efy + 6

ifTy.eq.z)

-

2*f*y*efy

4*Py + P*2*y**2)/(2*y**4)

-

return

endif

gl=
-

(-2*efz*y**3 + 2*y**3

-

2*Py**3*z + P*2*y**3*z**2 +
-

-

2*efy*z**3 - 2*z**3 +
2*f*y*z**3 - P*2*y**2*z**3)/
(2*y**3*(y - z)*z**3)
return

endif
c
c

Now

x.ne.O

ifty.eq.O.dO.and.z.eq.O.dO) then

gl=(6*efx - 6 + e*{*x - 3*{**2*x**2 +
P*3*x**3)/(6*x**4)
return

endif
ifty.eq.O.dO.and.z.eq.x) then

gl=(-6*efx+ 6

-

2*Px*efx

-

4*Px + P*2*x**2)/(2*x**4)

return

endif
ifty.eq.O.dO.and.z.ne.x) then

gl=
(-2*efz*x**3 + 2*x**3
-

-

-

2*f*x**3*z + f**2*x**3*z**2 +
2*efx*z**3 - 2*z**3 +
2*f*x*z**3 - P*2*x**2*z**3)/
(2*x**3*(x - z)*z**3)
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return

endif
c

Now

y.ne.O.

ifly.eq.x.and.z.eq.O.)

gl=(-6*efy + 6

-

then

2*f*y*efy

-

4*Py +

f**2*y**2)/(2*v**

return

endif
ifTy.ne.x.and.z.eq.O.) then

gl=
(-2*efy*x**3 + 2*x**3

-

-

2*Px**3*y + f**2*x**3*y**2 +
2*efx*y**3

2*y**3 +

-

2*Px*y**3
(2*x**3*(x

-

f**2*x**2*y**3)/
y)*y**3)
-

return

endif
c

Now

z.ne.O.
iftx.eq.y.and.z.eq.x) then

gl=
-

-

(6*efx-

6+ 4*Px*efx + 2*f*x + P*2*x**2*efx)/

(2*x**4)
return

endif
ifly.eq.x.and.z.ne.x) then

gl=
-

-

-

(efz*x**3

x**3 +
Px**3*z - 3*efx*x*z**2 +
3*x*z**2 - efx*f*x**2*z**2 2*Px**2*z**2 + 2*efx*z**3 2*z**3 + efx*f*x*z**3 +
Px*z**3)/(x**3*(x - z)**2*z**2)
-

return

endif
if[y.eq.z.and.z.ne.x) then

gl=
(2*efy*x**3

-

2*x**3 3*efy*x**2*y + 3*x**2*y + efy*Px**3*y +
f*x**3*y - efy*Px**2*y**2 2*Px**2*y**2 + efx*y**3 y**3 + Px*y**3)/
(x**2*(x - y)**2*y**3)
-

return

endif
iftx.eq.z.and.y.ne.x) then

gl=
x**3 +
f*x**3*y 3*efx*x*y**2 +
3*x*y**2 - efx*Px**2*y**2
2*f*x**2*y**2 + 2*efx*y**3

(efy*x**3

-

-

-
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2*y**3 + efx*Px*y**3 +
Px*y**3)/(x**3*(x - y)**2*y**2)

-

return
endif

end

Function

g2(x,y,z,f)

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
tol=ld-09
ifldabs(x-y).lt.tol)

x=y

x=z
ifldabs(z-y).lt.tol) y=z
ifldabs(x).lt.tol) x=0.dO
ifldabs(y).lt.tol) y=0.dO
iftdabs(z).lt.tol) z=0.dO
ifldabs(x-z).lt.tol)

ex=dexp(x)
efx=dexp(f*x)

efy=dexp(Py)
efz=dexp(f*z)

x2=x**2
x3=x2*x
x4=x3*x
xi4=x**-4

iftx.ne.O.)

y2=y**2
y3=y2*y
ifty.ne.O.)
iflz.ne.O.)

yi3=y**-3
zi3=z**-3

z2=z**2
z3=z**3
xiny=x-y

ymz=y-z
xniz=x-z

E=dexp(1.0dO)

Iftx.eq.0..and.y.eq.O.,and.z.eq.O.) then

g2= P*3/6 - P*4/6
return
endif
Iflx.eq.0..and.y.eq.0..and.z.ne.O.) then

g2=
-

-(P(zi3

-

l/(efz*z3)

-

+ P*2/(2*z))) + zi3
+ P*2/(2*z)

l/(efz*z3)
-

f7z2

f7z2

-

-

return

endif
Iflx.eq.0..and.y.ne.0..and.z,eq.O.) then

g2=
-

-(P(yi3

-

+ P*2/(2*y))) + yi3
+ P*2/(2*y)

l/(efy*y3)

l/(efy*y3)

-

^2

-

f7y2
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-

-

return

endif
Iflx.eq.C.and.y.eq.z) then

g2=
(yi3

-

+

f7y2)/efy

P((yi3 + f7y2)/efy

-

^2)

-

-

-

2/y3 + l/(efy*y3) +

2/y3 + l/(efy*y3) +

%2

return

endif
lftx.eq.0..and.y.ne.z) then

g2=
-(P(-(l/((ymz)*z2)) + l/(efz*(ymz)*z2) - l/(y2*z) +
l/(efy*y2*z) + fy(y*z) + l/(y*(yinz)*z) -

-

l/(efy*y*(ymz)*z)))

l/((ymz)*z2) +
l/(efz*(ymz)*z2) - l/(y2*z) + l/(efy*y2*z) +
f7(y*z) + l/(y*(ymz)*z) - l/(efy*y*(ymz)*z)
return
-

endif
ifty.eq.0..and.z.eq.O.)

then

g2=
l/(ex*x4)

-

l/(efx*x4)

efx*(l/(ex*x3)

-

efx*(l/(efx*x3)

-

-

-

-

C'(ex*x2) + P*2/(2*ex*x))/x +
f7(efx*x2) +

P*2/(2*efx*x))/x
return
endif
Iftx.eq.z.and.y.eq.O.) then

g2=
-

2/(ex*x4) + 1/(E**((1 - f)*x)*x4) +
2/(efx*x4) - f7(ex*x3) + f7(efx*x3) -

-

efx*(-(l/(ex*x3)) + f7(ex*x2))/x

-

-(xi4)

-

+

efx*(-(l/(efx*x3)) + f7(efx*x2))/x

-

return

endif
lf(y.eq.0..and.z.ne.0..and.z.ne.x) then

g2=

+
efx*(-(l/(efx*x2*z)) +

-(efx*(-(l/(ex*x2*z))

-

f/(efx*x*z))/x

l/(ex*x2*z2) + 1/(E**((1
l/(efx*x2*z2) + l/(ex*x*(xmz)*z2) -

l/(x2*z2)

-

-

+
-

-

f)*x)*x2*z2) +

l/(efx*x*(xmz)*z2) + l/(efz*x*(xmz)*z2) E**(-((l - f)*x) - Pz)/(x*(xmz)*z2) - l/(ex*x3*z) +

-

-

fy(ex*x*z))/x)

l/(efx*x3*z)

return

endif

Ifty.eq.x.and.z.eq.O.)

then

g2=
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-

-2/(ex*x4) + 2/(efx*x4) - f/(ex*x3) +
fy(efx*x3) - efx*(-2/(ex*x2) +
f/(ex*x))/x2 +
efx*(-2/(efx*x2) + f7(efx*x))/x2
return

-

endif

If(y.ne.x.and.y.ne.0..and.z.eq.O.) then

g2=
l/(ex*x*(xmy)*y2) - l/(efx*x*(xmy)*y2) +
l/(efy*x*(xmy)*y2) - E**(-x + f*x Py)/(x*(xmy)*v2)
efx*(f7(ex*x) - (l/(ex*x2) + l/(ex*x*y)))/(x*y)
+
efx*(f7(efx*x) - (l/(efx*x2) + l/(efx*x*y)))/
(x*y) - (l/(ex*x2) + l/(ex*x*y))/(x*y) +
(l/(efx*x2) + l/(efx*x*y))/(x*y)

-

-

-

return

endif

Ifty.eq.z.and.y.ne.x) then

g2=
-

l/(x2*y2) + l/(ex*x2*y2) - 1/(E**((1 - f)*x)*x2*y2)
l/(efx*x2*y2) - l/(ex*x*(xmy)*y2) +

l/(efx*x*(xmy)*y2)

-

E**(-((l

f)*x)

-

-

l/(efy*x*(xniy)*y2) +

Py)/(x*(xmy)*y2) +
(-(E**(-x + P(xniy))/(xmy)**2) + E**(-x + P(xiny))*£'(
(x*y) - (-(E**(-(Px) + P(xmy))/(xmy)**2) +
E**(-(Px) + P(xmy))*f7(xmy))/(x*y) +
l/(ex*x*(xiny)**2*y) - l/(efx*x*(xmy)**2*y)
return
-

-

-

endif

Ifly.eq.x.and.z.ne.x) then

g2=
-

-

l/(x3*z) + l/(ex*x3*z) - 1/(E**((1 - f)*x)*x3*z)
l/(efx*x3*z) + f7(ex*x2*z) - f/(efx*x2*z) -

-

l/(ex*x*(xmz)**2*z) + l/(efx*x*(xmz)**2*z)
l/(efz*x*(xmz)**2*z) +

-

E**(-((l

-

-

f)*x)

-

Pz)/(x*(xmz)**2*z)

-

-

f7(ex*x*(xmz)*z) +

£'(efx*x*(xmz)*z)

-

return

endif
Iftx.eq.z.and.y.ne.x) then

g2=
-

-

-

l/(x3*y) + l/(ex*x3*y)

l/(efx*x3*y)

-

1/(E**((1

-

f)*x)*x3*y)

l/(ex*x2*(xmy)*y) +
l/(efx*x2*(xmy)*y) - l/(efy*x2*(xmy)*y) +
E**(-((l - f)*x) - Py)/(x2*(xmy)*y) +

fi'(ex*x2*(-x

+

-

y))

£'(efx*x2*(-x + y)) + l/(ex*x2*(xmy)*(-x + y))

l/(efx*x2*(xmy)*(-x + y)) +
l/(efy*x2*(xmy)*(-x + y)) E**(-((l

-

f)*x)

-

Py)/(x2*(xmy)*(-x + y))
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-

-

return
endif
IfTx.eq.y.and.y.eq.z) then

g2=
xi4 + l/(ex*x4) - 1/(E**((1 - f)*x)*x4) l/(efx*x4) +
f7(ex*x3) - f7(efx*x3) + P*2/(2*ex*x2) -

-

P*2/(2*efx*x2)
return

-

endif

g2=
l/(x2*y*z) + l/(ex*x2*y*z) - 1/(E**((1 f)*x)*x2*y*z)
l/(efx*x2*y*z) - l/(ex*x*(xmy)*y*z) +

-

-

l/(efx*x*(xmy)*y*z)

-

E**(-((l

-

-

f)*x)

-

l/(efy*x*(xmy)*y*z) +
Py)/(x*(xiny)*y*z) +

-

-

-

l/(ex*x*(xmy)*(ymz)*z) - l/(efx*x*(xmy)*(ymz)*z) +
l/(efy*x*(xmy)*(ymz)*z) -

-

E**(-((l

-

f)*x)

Py)/(x*(xiny)*(yniz)*z) l/(ex*x*(xinz)*(yinz)*z) + l/(efx*x*(xTnz)*(ymz)*z)

-

-

-

l/(efz*x*(xmz)*(ymz)*z) +

-

E**(-((l

-

-

f)*x)

-

Pz)/(x*(xmz)*(ymz)*z)

return

end
function g3(x,y,z,f)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

tol=ld-09
ifldabs(x-y).lt.tol)

x=y

x=z
iftdabs(z-y).lt.tol) y=z
if);dabs(x).lt.tol) x=0.dO
iftdabs(y).lt.tol) y=0.dO
iftdabs(z).lt.tol) z=0.dO
ifTdabs(x-z).lt.tol)

ex=dexp(x)
ey=dexp(y)
efx=dexp(f*'x)

efy=dexp(Py)
efz=dexp(f*z)
elfx=dexp((l-f)*x)
elfy=dexp((l-f)*y)

x2=x*x
x3=x2*x
x4=x3*x
uf=l.dO-f

f2=P*2
f3=P*3
y2=y**2
y3=y2*y
z2=z**2

xmy=x-y
ymz=y-z
E=dexp(l.dO)
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-

IfTx.eq.0..and.y.eq.0..and.z.eq.O.) then
g3=0.25*f2 - 0.5*n3 + 0.25*P*4

return

endif

IfTx.eq.0..and.y.eq.0..and.z.ne.O.) then

g3=
-

-

-(P(-l./z2 + l./(efz*z2) + l.*f/z)) +
f2*(-l./z2 + l./(efz*z2) + l.*f/z) - 0.5/z2 +
0.5/(efz*z2) + 0.5*r2/z2 - 0.5*f2/(efz*z2) +
0.5*f/z

-

-

0.5*fB/z

return

endif
Iftx.eq.0..and.y.ne.0..and.z.eq.O.) then

g3=
-

l/(ey*y**4)

l/(efy*y**4) + l/(efy*y3) f/(efy*y3) + efy*(-(l/(ey*y2)) + f/(ey*y))/y2
efy*(-(l/(efy*y2)) + f/(efy*y))/y2 +

-

-

efy*(-(l/(efy*y2)) + f/(cfy*y))/y

-

-

-

efy*P(-(l/(efy*y2)) + f/(efy*y))/y
return
-

endif
lflx.eq.0..and.y.eq.z) then

g3=
-

-(y**-4)

l/(ey*y**4) + l/(elfy*y**4) +
l/(efy*y**4) + y**-3 - l/(efy*y3) - f/y3 -

-

-

f/(ey*y3) + 2*f7(efy*y3)

-

-

f/(efy*y2) +

f2/(efy*y2)

-

return

endif
in;x.eq.0..and.y.ne.z) then

g3=
-

l/(ey*y3*z) + l/(elfy*y3*z) +
l/(efy*y3*z) + l/(y2*z) - l/(efy*y2*z) -

-(l/(y3*z))

-

-

f/(y2*z) + f/(efy*y2*z) + l/(ey*y2*(ymz)*z)

-

l/(efy*y2*(yinz)*z) + l/(efz*y2*(ymz)*z)

Pz)/(y2*(ymz)*z) +
l/(efy*y*(yinz)*z) - l/(efz*y*(ymz)*z)
f/(efy*y*(ymz)*z) + f/(efz*y*(ymz)*z)
return
E**(-((uO*y)

-

-

-

-

-

endif
if(y.eq.0..and.z.eq.O.) then

g3=
-

-(f2)/(2*x2)

+ E**(-x + Px)*f2/(2*x2) +

f!2/(2*x)

f3/(2*x)

return
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-

endif
IfTx.eq.z.and.y.eq.O.) then

g3=
x**-4

-

l/(elfx*x4)

-

E**(-((uO*x)

-

f/(elfx*x3)

-

-

-

l/(efx*x4) +

-

Px)/x4

-

x**-3 + l/(efx*x3) +

f/(efx*x3) + f/x2

-

f2/x2

return

endif
lf(y.eq.0..and.z.ne.0..and.z.ne.x) then

g3=
l/(x2*z2)- l/(elfx*x2*z2)l/(efz*x2*z2) + E**(-((uO*x)

-

-

f*z)/(x2*z2)

-

l/(x*z2) + l/(efz*x*z2) + f/(x*z2) f/(efz*x*z2) - f/(x2*z) + f/(elfx*x2*z) +

-

f/(x*z)

-

-

f2/(x*z)

return

endif

IfTy.eq.x.and.z.eq.O.) then

g3=
-

f*(efx*(-(l/(ex*x2)) + f/(ex*x)) + l/(ex*x2))/x
P(efx*(-(l/(efx*x2)) + f/(efx*x)) +

-

l/(efx*x2))/x +
-

(-((1

(1
(-((1

-

-

r*a

efx + efx*Px)/x3)

-

efx + efx*f*x)/x2)/(ex*x)
efx + efx*Px)/x3)
-

-

-

efx + efx*r'x)/x2)/(efx*x)

return

endif
Ifty.ne.x.and.y.ne.0..and.z.eq.O.) then

g3=
-(efy*(-(l/(efy*y2)) + f/(efy*y))/(x*(xmy))) +

-

efy*(-(E**(-x + r*x

Py)/y2) + E**(-x + f*x - Py)*f/y)/
(x*(xmy)) - l/(ey*(xmy)*y3) + l/(efy*(xmy)*y3) l/(efy*x*(xmy)*y2) + E**(-x + Px - r'y)/(x*(xmy)*y2)
efy*(-(l/(ey*y2)) + f/(ey*y))/((xmy)*y) +

-

-

-

efy*(-(l/(efy*y2)) + £'(efy*y))/((xiny)*y)

-

return

endif

IfTy.eq.z.and.y.ne.x) then

g3=
-

-

l/((xmy)*y3) + l/(ey*(xmy)*y3) l/(elfy*(xmy)*y3) - l/(efy*(xmy)*y3) +
f/(ey*(xmy)*y2)

-

f7(efy*(xmy)*y2)

-

l/(x*(xmy)*y2) + l/(elfx*x*(xmy)*y2) +
l/(efy*x*(xmy)*y2) E**(-((uO*x) - Py)/(x*(xmy)*y2) +
C(efy*x*(xmy)*y) - E**(-x + Px - Py)*f/(x*(xmy)*y)
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-

return

endif

Ifly.eq.x.and.z.ne.x) then

e2xz=dexp(2*f*x+Pz)
e2x=dexp(2*Px)
g3=
-

-

E**(-x - Px - f*z)*(E**(2*Px)*x - E**(x +
Px)*x +
E**(x + f*x + Pz)*x - e2xz*x + e2x*x2 e2xz*x2 - e2x*f*x2 +

e2xz*Px2 + E**(x + Pz)*z

E**(Px + Pz)*z E**(x + Px + Pz)*z + e2xz*z - E**(Px + Pz)*x*z
+
e2xz*x*z + E**(f*x + Pz)*Px*z e2xz*Px*z)/(x3*(x

-

-

z)*z)

return

endif
Iftx.eq.y.and.y.eq.z) then

g3=
E**(-x - Px)*(-(ex) + efx - E**(2*Px) + E**(x + Px)
efx*x - E**(2*Px)*x - ex*Px + E**(2*Px)*Px +

-

efx*Px2

-

-

efx*f2*x2)/x4

return

endif

g3=
-

-

l/((xmy)*y2*z) + l/(ey*(xTny)*y2*z) l/(elfy*(xmy)*y2*z) - l/(efy*(xmy)*y2*z) l/(x*(xmy)*y*z) + l/(elfx*x*(xiny)*y*z) +
l/(efy*x*(xmy)*y*z)

-

E**(-((uf)*x)

-

E**(-((uf)*x)

-

-

Py)/(x*(xiny)*y*z)
l/(efy*x*(xmy)*(ymz)*z) +

Py)/(x*(xmy)*(ymz)*z) +

l/(efz*x*(xmy)*(yinz)*z)

-

-

-

-

E**(-((uO*x) - Pz)/(x*(xiny)*(ymz)*z) l/(ey*(xiny)*y*(ymz)*z) + l/(efy*(xmy)*y*(ymz)*:
l/(efz*(xniy)*y*(yTnz)*z) +

-

E**(-((uf)*y)

-

Pz)/((xmy)*y*(ymz)*z)

return

end
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